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This project is based on the notion that pupils build up specific attachments to 

their school while receiving their education, which are analogous to the 
attachments formed by workers to their firms arising from investment In firm- 

specific training as identified by G. S. Becker in Human Capital (1964). A 
model is developed that explores the link between these school-specific 

attachments and pupil turnover, along similar lines to Becker’s analysis of the 
effect of firm-specific training on worker turnover, the hypothesis being that 

pupils with greater school-specific attachment are less likely to quit their 

school. The model is tested in the context of pupil turnover between school 
and sixth form college at the end of Year 11, using pupil participation in extra
curricular activities as the main source of school-specific attachment. Data 
gathered from Year 11 pupils at two of Hampshire's leading independent day 
schools In 1996 Is used to estimate the model. The results reveal that the main 

factors significantly reducing the probability of a pupil's departure from school 
to college are involvement In certain extra-curricular activities, favourable pupil 
attitudes to school and having a majority of school friends staying on. It is 

concluded that school-specific attachments appear to exist, influence pupil 

decision making and hence affect pupil turnover. Some policy Issues arising 

from the findings are considered.
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1 - INrTTRK)l)Uk3TIC)hf

During the past two decades educational issues have attracted an enormous 

anicwjnt ()f pwjkdk: aunKi p<)IKk:al adteMntk)n. )\s ra|3kt^r ctianging aiid e\W)r rn<)re 
complex technology raises the demand for skilled labour, there Is widespread 

concern that Britain's education system is failing to meet this demand, 
international comparisons of educational standards reveal a worrying gap 
loetweeri tlie aatkihirrM^ri cri l3rHtsli pi^plk* arid their (xatinleiTxaits In itvaU 
developed and developing countries. Prais (1995) highlights this shortfall In 

pupil performance drawing on evidence from various International tests over 
the past thirty years. As far back as 1963-4 the International Study of 

Achievements In Mathematics found that England had 2-3 times more low 

attalners among its thirteen-year-olds than its leading European industrial 

competitors. It was estimated that the English lagged behind the Germans by 

just over two years of English schooling In terms of mathematics. Subsequent 

tests have generated similar results, the most recent being the 1990 

kiterrkatk>nal /Vgwsei&sment of EidiKcatkarial IPIttgress, iwltkeh terriNed thwa 
mathematics of pupils aged thirteen in twenty countries. The average test 

score among English pupils was 60% compared to 64% for France and Italy, 

68% for Hungary, 71% for Switzerland and 73% for Korea and Taiwan. A 

consolation in 1963-4 was that England's high attalners performed better than 

rTwarry lof tfxBlr EEimcpwaan (:orrb)m|)orari(w;, Ixjt lay 199() tfds awdvanteMge hwad 
vanished.

IfrfcMlijnately, Ekitaln's pwaor slto\NtrMg ki irraifKamaUc*; Is rnlrnortKd hi othwsr 

(Wjt^^Mgts. E3k)rh<)# afMd F'nais (199(7) rsfpoil on thwa InferkarNyr of Elrithrh |)U|)Ms In 

comparison to Swiss pupils in both science and practical subjects such as 

nierbahmMirk rand Ikadmlcrd (Anawhig, Icey rilscdpllnes hi pfeioeuring pttplls kar 

vocational qualifications.



(CCMukj bM» nigirr/ for the dlefxarfty^ of <)du(*:tk)rwal (gkarwieirds
between countries. Allocation of teaching time, resourcing of schools, teaching 
methods, the structure of the curriculum and streaming based on ability are 
just some of the potential Influences. However, material Issues like resources, 

and organisational factors like the curriculum, are only part of the story in 

terms of explaining pupil performance. The pupil's latent ability and attitude 
towards school and education are likely to exert considerable influence over 

attainment as well. There Is no reason for the distribution of ability to vary 

between countries, but attitudes may well differ. It Is posited In this research 

that pupils build up attachments to their schools as a result of their education, 

which may well affect both their attitude towards and attainment In education.

Recent research by Barber {1994a) into pupil attitudes to school paints a 
rather gloomy picture. From a sample of 7,000-8,000 secondary school pupils 

surveyed, 17% of those in Year 10 and 20% of those In Year 11 admitted to 
truanting 'sometimes' or often'. Figures from the Department for Education and
Employment (DfEE) (1997a) show that of the 2.79 million pupils of compulsory 
school age attending maintained secondary schools In England during 1996/7, 

1 % of half days In the school year were missed because of unauthorised 

absence, and on average, 20 half days were missed per absent pupil. Taking a 
figure of 380 half days per school year, these figures equate to a total of just 

over 10.6 million unauthorised absences, and 530,100 pupils with at least one 
unauthorised absence. This figure seems to add weight to Barber's findings, 

aRfK)ugli ai ckaiyns^r (>f caiiAloii Is rK)c*»84»ary sw) truar»cy Is ()nly one px)sr)H»k» 
reason for an unauthorised absence. Equally, as Barber pointed out, because 
ai p#j;WI dsJrns to tiuaiit oil a iqinsallonrialre return. It ckXHB rwat rneaui that thery 
actually truant. Nevertheless, the reluctance of a significant minority to attend 
school would seem to suggest that any attachments formed are weak for many 

pupils.



Behaviour In school could be viewed as another manifestation of attachment, 
vrHtitliofM) vvhio hMi\M)few, If arty, atlacdhrnents togwdhiool m(>nB HkaeKy h) kw)
disruptive. Once again evidence from the DfEE (1997b) makes dismal reading. 

fx)r tfw» «wch<)ol y^sar 199<)A)6, thiefe ifrere pwarmanent €»xcjuslons fnom
secondary schools In England. This represents just over 0.3% of the total 
(wBcondeury s<dh(>ol pMopwulattori, iS fair^/ rnodkist fl(;iMre iii IsokUion, btrt vdien (wat 
alongside data for recent years, It forms part of an alarming upward trend that 
has seen annual exclusions increase by 250% since 1990. The 1995/96 figure 

(done vvsLS la 12^)6 Irwarearw) ()n lOS^t/SG vviten thwsre vrei% (),1Sr7 ipeiirrarverit 
exclusions from secondary schools. There could be many reasons for this 
trend, such as the integration of pupils with Special Educational Needs Into 

regular schools and the erosion of other disciplinary sanctions within schools. 
However, it could also be viewed as a consequence of a decline in pupil 

attachments to their schools.

TThwa aim cd tf^^» laroject Is to exxpIkMnB thN@ (sxlstencx) find e)derA ci pwjpHI 
fdAacItrrwarA to Dielr swsliool kwacaaikae suc^l faictCHS (dkaeidy bw) liTfhjenthBd In 
|)iipil (lexalslon nieUxing, laffecMrig €"dhjc*xtk)rial (Diitconiews In iriemy vvays. llhHe 
economic framework is analogous to worker turnover from firms; a much 

stiMjleMd as|pe»ct 1^ie fwjrnari capdteJ tlieory dk)vlsed ElsMCkxar (1964), wlikzh 
states that workers receiving firm-specific training, and a higher wage as a 

consequence, are less likely to quit or behave In a way likely to cause their 
(f&smIswsBd. Irwjeewj thw) lauiipCMse of tfx) flnn Intarsfisir^g %va(k)sto sucfi wcMdkens is 
to r€MdiM:e tl^e lllkefihwacMj of ckBpxBWtures. inhe laremkse ki tlik* ii)seeuM:h tfiat 
|)iq)lk5 twill kHJild up* ewcfroohspxxdflG attachiTients throuqghi their Intfolvernerd Irt 
extra-curricular activities up to their GCSEs and hence be less likely to quit 

school for sixth form college at the end of Year 11. If true, this relationship 
provides an incentive to schools seeking to prevent pupil turnover to Invest in 

activities that promote school-specific attachments. Hence, the broadening of 
tile (auiiTfcauduim kM))M)iid ti^e (dbtewwroorn rriiSQ/ lb<) (driven ricA pwjre^/ fiiarn tiw)



<)f pwjpN^ rw)€Ndki for (Njfturgil ongglitenmerA, biijl ailfw) frtwri a iscfiCKars
concern to achieve high educational objectives.

rhM) <jervel()pfnent of i»cliCM)l4»pM»(dflc frMadiments b%f pijp^ls tfurlnig thwelr 
echj(%atk)n la ai lajigely ijrMBX{)k)reMd re<W9arcft ftrea Uiad pNoewga sweiwaraj ker/ 
(;iM)(Alc>na. IF()r eoceunp^e, how kripMortaiiil auM* suKdi adOkacfimenti) dkylenrihilng a 
pHUfill'a kwaneflt fnorri scficxoling? K thMoy earn kxe ahwown Ik) (aarry algiiilfkzant iM/elght 
then perhaps schools, and the state, should be looking to promote more 
air()r^3ly tlie lacWMtkM* try wIilGh aiicfi ajlacfimerAa aui) fonmeMd. V%fhat awzth/Ales 
develop these attachments? Are they to be found within the main curriculum or 
are they largely extra-curricular? The answers to these questions will have 

Important Implications for resource allocation within schools. If participation in 

iscfiCM)! ispHort, f(»r «)xam|)le, k* found to txjikd u|) (Strong arWaicliments vvlikdh 
promote educational achievement then a case can be made for the retention, 

and possible extension, of school playing fields and other sporting facilities, 

auncl K nigry laei rMxaessary t() rtrvfeMmr attKijcleiS tcmmfards conipNStHfve )»p<)r*
(ire tfie ptipll bwsrieflts (>f scdhool-sp^x^Hc aittacliments reapwad? Ck) tlte^r lead t<> 
better academic performance, an Improved social experience or are they felt In 

some other way?

As a starting point for research Into the role of school-specific attachments, this 

project focuses on their Influence over pupil choice of Institution for their sixth 
form education. This provides a useful context In which to assess such 
attachments because pupils have normally been In their school for at least four 
years, giving them plenty of opportunity to establish any links, and it Is quite 

common practice among piqills to review the aRematIves available In the 

market on entry to the sixth form.

Since 1980 various legislative changes have encouraged the development of 
market attitudes In the world of education and Introduced a more competitive



approach to pupil recruitment and retention. The Education Act of 1980 

provided parents with greater choice, while that of 1988 introduced a

standardised product In the form of the National Curriculum. Key Stage testing, 
the publication of performance league tables and a more rigorous system of 
school inspection Improved parental knowledge of the market place. The main
akn(^ these (±«mgee was to rah* skmdbfdsdudng the :^M»^(^<xwnpubo^

eKkKsa^on by pfovk«ng grssder chokx for parent) and pronw^^ng IrKaefUMxj 
competition between schools. Bridges and McLaughlin (1994) have brought 
tog^Aher a serkM* of fulkdes d^Maussk^ tx^hthe phHost^W^kal land pracUcal 
kMUMHS fostedng niaduA (dUbides hi the (Education ci chMdhen up to the

school leaving age.

This project aims to broaden the research into educational markets by 

Investigating the sixth form sector, an area which found itself moving to the
rrrarloet p)kice k)tk)whig die 199:2 FiuTtfMer aunci hWgher E=ducad(»n /k(A. inhwe maki 
(Change's IntrcwdiKseMl lay tfils kegkek&tlori vrere an €wnd k) the dkrOnctkaii betAreen 
Ckalkeges <)f Fijrthwir Eitkicatkan and sbdfi form collegeM), arxl tfxe fmtrodirctkan of 
@1 (qrsteni of f()rmuk& furKflng frcMn tile FijHihier Eklikaadon FurKikng <:k)undl. 
These developments encouraged the establishment of corporate colleges with 

more commercial outlooks and practices. With college finances linked to 

student numbers, various marketing strategies have been deployed to attract 

rrtUKleiTts, {SiHcli aus (yfkrring at wider r«tni;e cf isulbjedkr to try t() caxter for laotli 
a(:a(lemk: arid i/ocatlonfU rtewAck*, nicwduliar (%>imi)es to rimi aUkar^gafcle tlws 
tra[<IH1()rw»llln«»afaip|arcNacfi anclflrwanclal hidluKAerrwanh*. ^^atk^nal pweEW) naj)ortsln 
Eleipteniber 19SN5 (TlrrwBS EEcluKaatlonal glujapfenienit 1/9A)6arKj [)ally A/ktW 2y9f9f>) 
reveal€Ndl diad ITeeswikle TTeftleuny (DoMegw) tANis (rMerliig swclxalarshlpw; (af itp to 
£1,200 over two years to attract able students, while others were trying to 
tempt students with vouchers for local cinemas and restaurants, in seeking to 
recruit additional students, colleges face competition not only from each other, 
kMut from iscfi(x)l (dacth ftarrrw*. It Is tills laittar auajaect the marloet tliat Is the*



fCHSiw; of thks reM»earcfi, InpxaftkculgurlfM) kxatwfean @fx1fif<)nnni cxiWeigens
andadiCHoh; hn th«»lrKdk»pN8fMj€Mnt aewGlor.

Irwje^p^^rMjent iSCficMaja eura iio efrxingewa t() thw) nigudkeA pface (unMf lifr/e loiig 
Ipftdad t^iarrw»ef\M)8or*1jT8fr alxlfiforni rewcond sw; a atnorig «M@lllrM3 pwalnt. kiaJgay, 
at aj (196^4) cfaimad thwat tlTa<:harK)ea()f a achoof kaam/ar c^ytajr^r^g 3 iTM)ra;\
Level passes were significantly better In the independent sector compared to 

Uiag^kita (M»ct(w% aund rising. Iri 19(71 thwa oddkkiiatk/' Aor sdioollaav^Mns vfNli3+ /k 
Levels was 7.4:12 in favour of the independents rising to 10.8:1 In 1981. The 

figure for 1991 works out at 9.8:1. However, it should be stressed that these 

statistics are based on the entire population of school leavers, including the 

large number not entered for A Level. Table 1 below arguably provides a more 

meaningful comparison as the figures are based only on A Level entries. It 

illustrates growth in A Level candidature in both sixth form colleges and the 
hKlepNendent fwacdhar, esp^Mzialbf the former, aiid art tniproved len/el <)f 
performance by students in terms of those securing 3 or more passes.

TABLE 1

hlumber of caafMlIckitefierrterewdl for (kk IjaxMals or equh/afent
and percentage achieving 3+ passes in England 1981-1995

1981 19WB6 ISMai 19M95
()6irKls'X,paswB <DarMls*Xkp(&EW* (^arwds^^ipfiss (^emcIs'XopNasw)

All maintained
schools

78.75 61JB 79.08 63.2 85.72 69.3 74.66 76.0

Sixth form 
colleges

13.4k3 67.1 16.80 64.9 23.06 73.2 27.36 74.6

Independent
schools

25.67 77.7 26.41 78.4 32.42 84.2 CMD.ie 87.8

pGandkdedte rwirrHiers hi thoiKsauicIs]

[63c,uroe: SAatkrtkss l=(liK:aitloii 1981,1986,1991 Ik 1996]

1 The odds ratio measured the relative chances that pupils who entered different types of 
school succeeded or failed in the competition to gain 3+ A Levels.

2 Direct grant schools included as independent schools in 1971.



M ockkradoe aie cakadated using 1, a(d^^#^<aNefent

picture emerges as shown In Table 2.

TABLE 2

Odds ratios for candidates entered in 3+ A Levels or equivalent obtaining

1981 1986 1991 1996

2.15:1 1111^ 236:1 227:1
1.71:1 1.96:1 1.95:1 246:1

Odds ratio

Independent: Maintained 
Independent: Sixth form college

[Source; Adapted from Statistics of Education 1981,1986,1991 & 1995]

The Independent sector's superiority in odds Identified by Halsey et al Is 

confirmed by these figures, although the gap Is much narrower if candidates 

rather than leavers are considered. Halsey et al suggested that the more 

modest sixth form expansion in the independent sector, evident in Table 1,

rria)r huave h) (aorrbIkNute to As (WjpNarlorfty lay larcrvIdlrH) greater
selectivity prior to 1981. Tables 1 and 2 offer some support for such a notion

t>e)fon(i 1981, but the IrKjepwenderrt sector hkas Wttte nocwni f()r oomptswceiTcry Irt
terms of its sixth form because In some respects its competitors are hot on its 

fieels. rabte Si iaekavr llkistrsdbes this pwolrA, (flsptkxylrMai thwe igrcmAlh In rnwaitcet

share of the sixth form colleges within the A/AS Level market, a traditional 

stronghold of the Independent sector.



TABLES

Percentage of full time A/AS Level student by Inatltutlqn
In 16-18 age group in England 1979/80-1995/96

Independent Sixth form Total number of
schools colleges full time students

1979/80 17^ 11:7 826.9
1987/88 18^ 14^ 846.8
1996/96 15.6 17\8 488.2

[Sbjck»nt rwjrnlDersIntltoussunds]

[8(»urce: /<(iaf)te<i frofn [)F:E: BtattstksaJ ISuHeydn arKt IDfEEE:
159/97]

hicMAfexfef, gh/en ttre HUghwar EEducaatloii a8;)liialk)rM) (xf an hKareaelng nunibN@r ()f 
Aarmere ftTMd prarermx*, It b* peihhapw; tlie (iikaIN]/ ()t iAuV\8 lje\N)l 

|)eii(Mmifm<)e In ttw) (IMfenBrA lnetMirH(>n«»tliai ehtruld lie (X)mp«ure{l. TTik* k* dkanw)

In Table 4.

r)\BLJE ^1

GCE A/AS Level examination point ecoree of 17-vear-old candkWe#
in England bv the end ol 1994/95

Number of Average point Fk9f(>»rMk:(ys of (candidates
candidates score per

candidate
achieving a point score of 

1CH9 2%)-!!9 flOHk

Independent
schools

28,488 22.1 18.8 2(1.8 3K3.6 2ei.l7

Sixth form 
colleges

29,929 15/4 81.9 3^1.6 2K).7' 1()JB

[Source; Statistics of Education 1995]

Tabie n9\M9ak(a (jeiar Inttw) Inide^perKleiTt seictor vvlUi r@i}eundl to th*)
(qi&alN)f oi laowlemlk: pMarforTnarwce b^/ |)U|)Hs. h*9\M)rthek)(W3, desplk) ttWa

8



aftkcfe Aiouawshig oii thwa e^Mlkalkon In (DamlarkjgyB, 

li|gliWght8 thM» p<>lrA Wieit thw) nwailonad ipkzAiwnB ca&n (X)rKC*»all siibw^LanHeil kxaaj 

variations, and in some markets, the threat posed by sixth form colleges Is 

real. Iri thw» (Clambfids^) iTWBuiwA, lAware tyv(> <x)lk)ges In c%)m|)eilth)ri 

\Nlth the liidkapwaridkint (w:h()ol cdf whd(dh 5Mtep4hen vvas heaidtefxcfTer, one regtikirh/ 

acfTle\ir»g ()ver and Elgfadk^e with lja\Ael can<jkjatee.

In terrns Whe rwitkanad lakcliMi), thwa IrwjepwarMdkarA {:k:hN)<)k* Irrkxrrrwatkan (»en/k3e

(ISIS) Annual Census (1997) reveals that for schools belonging to the 

Headmasters' and Headmistresses' Conference (HMC), the leading group of 

Independent schools, from a cohort of 25,086 15-year-old pupils in January 

1996, the loss immediately after GCSE examinations was 4,126 (16.5%). Of

thi(MM@ iptiplk), (kome 1,7^46 (1^^6) lAware kHonrwj f<>r F:iu1tTer E:dkjcaU<)n (yc^kages. 

Nationally, the figure appears fairly modest, but as has already been stated, 

looal rnarkaat (X)rNdltk)ns caan bwa fwjwdh ttwat ttwa dradit lai^plka to ccOkages Is at 

kaawst tfmae thnes tfik* rstha. IVtucdh iseernia t(» cle;)end cMi lAie en/ejiakHIthr f&rKt 

reputations of colleges and whether the state schools operate sixth forms.

()kaart/ thwa l(xss c^i piiplls from IridepMarKtent ractiools Is pwatentlany ai ewarkoiw* 
issue, which in some cases could threaten their survival unless pupil numbers 

caan be to|ppwa(i u|p kr/ sbcUi f(»mi MNaruKrrHarA. IVtany IridkapwarKlent txr/s' sch<)(^k* 
()pMarieid up ttwalr slxlli foniis t(> gids ki the 1l98Crst<) txaister rwjrnlbtMTS. THhe ISK3 

flgufss rerveai thuat scdhools stHSCxMwafulhr topfwad iip irndth 5,162! rwavv 
formers In 1996, 56.6% of whom were girls. However, an Increasing number of 
these schools have now opted for complete co-education In the 1990's, thus 
potentially reducing the scope for a sixth form top up. Once again. It should be 
rsiiiembereKl th^dltie rratlonaj p^dure (foes rxat rwacaaswaarlh/ refleKaicwcsj markxats 
and some schools may be struggling to make good their losses In the sixth 
forrri. Pup^l kxwaewg aJeo liireakan ottwar asfxardka sctiool pMarformrarwBe, wlikdh 
fire c^ten UNaerl \Alien niadketfng Irideipencfent racfiocfka. IHhe lesuRs <)f tfxa



school'a sports teams may suffer or the quality of Its orchestra may deteriorate 
and reduce the school's appeal, staff recruitment may become harder if only a 

modest amount of sixth form teaching is available, and, perhaps most serious 
of all, the school's position in the A Level league table could start to slide. 

However, as Stephen (1992, pi 5) pointed out, competition can be a force for 
good if Independent schools are forced to review and improve their product. As 

he concluded, 'if we cannot prove we are worth the money we charge for a 

service provided free by the state we do not deserve to exist.'

The aim of this research is to investigate the choice that pupils make between 
staying on at school in the independent sector for the sixth form or leaving to 
pursue their sixth form education at a state sector school or college. In 
particular, it is seeking to establish whether pupils build up school-specific 

attachments during the years up to GCSE, which make them less likely to quit 

the school for the sixth form. Pupil participation In extra-curricular activities Is 
viewed as the potential source of school-specific attachment, the hypothesis 
being that the more a pupil is involved In such activities, the stronger will be 

the pupil's attachment to the school and the lower the probability that the pupil 
will quit for the sixth form.

The existing research material of relevance to this project focuses mainly on 

two issues of choice, and pays little attention to the concept of school-specific 

attachment. First, the decision to stay on In full time education post sixteen has 
been investigated at some length, and secondly parental choices of primary 

and secondary schools, particularly in the state sector, have been examined 
quite extensively. Decision making with regard to the sixth form years has 
iattra(;b)(f rn()re attentkari the fdtermath (>f tlie 1992 legislatioii, biJt researcdh 
has largely concentrated on the choices of institution and courses of study by 

pupils In the state sector.
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\A/alfonj (19191, pil) ()kNger/@d 'In Ehltgiki thwara kg sLMTpfksIngihr IHIIe n»<M»@nc*i <«n
private schooling, and debate is often conducted more In terms of polemic than 

natlorwal ckelaate.' I3firber al (199*:7\ P'1) vflYen (Ikwcirss^^ig tfte grcMfdng krkerest 

in school Improvement and rising education standards noted that attention has 

moved beyond academic performance alone to look at the broader 

contrlkwjtkDns of (wcfiOHakg arMl <»dij(;alk)n t(» ewocdkMQr. (X)r#GlLKllng thwat ck)(*pwsr 

understanding of extra-curricular provision, which has much to contribute in 

both respects. Is therefore timely.'

It is hoped that this exploration of the possible relationship between pupil 

involvement in extra-curricular activities at independent schools and their

(dhwakoe of IrwatHuUkan ik)r tf** f()nm vvlH <>pwBn ij) a new fkeld of €Mducalk)rKal 
reogewandh, ain<f hwalp tockgfW) the s;af»8 Imp^^cdK km the q;jo4batk)rts fUxyiNg.
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CHAPTER 2-THE MODEL

Consumption and investment within education

It is widely recognised by economists that education combines elements of 

consumption and investment (Vaizey, 1973). The enjoyment of consumption 

can be derived from many educational activities, such as gaining knowledge, 

acquiring and improving a set of academic and non-academic skills, forming 

friendships and achieving examination success. The utility levels obtained from 

such consumption activities will probably vary between pupils and activities, 

depending on factors like the nature of the activity, the level of compulsion, the 

method of delivery and the tastes and talents of the Individual. As such, some 

education outputs will be more enjoyable than others for the pupils involved. 

For example, a voluntary games practice giving Individual coaching advice to 

pupils while playing a sport they like will for most pupils probably give more 
utility than a practical demonstration by a teacher involving limited pupil 
participation during a compulsory lesson. However, the scope for these 

consumption benefits extends beyond the classroom to areas such as enjoying 
the company of friends during lunch breaks and involvement in activities not 
included in the timetable, like acting in a school play.

IJtHHy (sr^^ryed frorri iile caorrsinriptlori cxmipwarMarA xrarioirs eNiucatkoTwaj

activities represents an immediate benefit from education, but there are also 

longer term investment benefits to be considered. Many educational activities

eiThfince tfte Indh/kfiMirs kmg term iatMOtir prcxdiicth/My lay lanovicHrMai thwe
necessary knowledge and skills for the labour market. Investment In such 

capital generates a return to the individual in the form of a higher marginal

pwxMduct thkat vvill tefum ii^ghwer we^ge. /ue vwfth cxarurumptkin, th«» furioimt ()f 
Investment offered by various educational activities is likely to vary according 
to factors like the nature of the activity, mode of delivery and the talents of the

12



pupil. Lessons In core subjects, such as English and mathematics, provide key 

skills in literacy and numeracy and for most students may carry more 

investment potential than lessons In other disciplines. A clearly structured 

teacher-led method of teaching may enable pupils to master key skills more 

effectively than a pupil-centred approach, and hence offers more investment 

potential.

There is scope for both consumption and investment in most educational 

activities, be they part of the formal curriculum or extra-curricular. However, 

the extent to which a pupil derives consumption or investment benefits from 
participation in the activity is likely to vary according to the nature of the 

activity, the degree of compulsion and the pupil's ability and preferences. In 
the context of school-specific attachments, it Is within the investment 

component of activities that these links are most likely to be formed, making it 

necessary for pupils to stay on at school if they wish to reap fully the potential 

future benefits.

The consumption and investment benefits provided by education are enjoyed 

primarily by the pupil, although there are other beneficiaries, such as the state. 

As with all economic decisions, there are constraints imposed, which Inevitably 

limit the level of benefit derived from education. Both the pupil and the state 

act to influence the market provision of consumption and investment offered by 
schools, and the balance of curricular and extra-curricular activities. The state, 

on behalf of society, exerts influence In various ways, such as by legislating on 
compulsory schooling and providing the finance for schools, teachers, playing 

fields and other educational resources. Pupils, often In conjunction with 

parents, make choices on the school to attend, whether to supplement basic 

schooling with extra tuition, how much effort to devote to the process of 

learning and whether to extend their education beyond the classroom through 
extra-curricular activities. In analysing the choices of the pupil and state It

13



nnilgilTt lae ausfHjrrwM^ t^&at lieiieives nalksriajb/ Iri (xrdk»r Ifwai i»clu<:aik)n Ibe 
larcr/kjeMd *& (ccwiiblnatloii <>( (%)rw)ump4ioiTi ewid IrAfee^bnefit eucAh/hles tliait

reaches a social optimum.

School-specific attachments

The economics of education draws heavily on the theory of human capital. 

Becker (1964) In one of the seminal works In the field likened schooling to the 

provision of general worker on-the-job training by firms. In Becker's view 

{1964, p29), a school was an institution specializing in the production of 

training', and he showed that while in school a student's net earnings were 
equal to the difference between the student's potential earnings and the total 

cost of the student's education, thus placing it on a par with the provision of 

general training by firms. There are certain Implications that follow if schooling 

is seen In this light. The costs of education will be borne by the pupil not the 

school because all the benefits of the education are reaped by the pupil. 

Hence, the pupil's main concern will be to minimise the cost of whatever 

quantity of education is undertaken. It follows, that school choice will made on 
cost considerations, depending on factors like travel costs and fee levels.

The basic premise of this research Is that education is not usually a purely

{getiierail training; acth/lb/, txjt (xontalrw* am eterrient of schK)(>^<;;MxHfk: treUnliig as 
well. In other words, there are aspects of the current structures of educating a 
school pupil that are specific to the particular school that the pupil attends, in 

the same way that Becker identified aspects of on-the-job training as being 
s|xxAlc to the Mnn pfwddhg the bahing. IBwunpks of sdiool^ifM^mc 
attachments formed during education include pupil familiarity with the rules, 
routines and systems of a school, the formation of relationships with certain 
teachers at a school, the formation of friendships with other pupils at the 
school and participation In extra-curricular activities, such as sport and music,

14



often representing the school In competition. It Is clear that some of these 

sources of school attachment can be more easily controlled by the school than 
others, and as such, could become Instruments for school poHcy, should 

attachments prove to be Important. The provision of extra-curricular activities 

and the rules and routine of the school day are two such areas that could be 
addressed.

It Is perhaps necessary to distinguish between school-specifk: attachments 

and their potential for providing consumption and Investment benefits. Pupil 

familiarity with the rules, routines and systems of a school will carry little, if 

any, long term Investment potential, but will provide consumption benefits, 

such as the feeling of security brought about by kirowlng where to be and 

when, and a short term return in the form of time saved both pupil and staff 

during the school day. On the other hand, participation in extra-curricular 

activities may carry more potential for the future returns of Investment as well 

as consumption benefits. For example, participating In the Duke of Edinburgh 

Award Scheme may create an attachment to the school because the pupil may 

wish to complete the scheme under the guidance of the same expedition 

leader, but it could also teach the pupil important lessons in independence and 

initiative, which will be of value both to the pupil and school during the 
remainder of the pupil's school career, and to the pupil in later life after leaving 

school. However, pupils may be less aware of the longer term benefits offered 
by such activities and concentrate mainly on consumption considerations like 

the friends they have made. In fact, the consumption aspect of these activities 

Is likely to generate a degree of brand loyalty to reWoroe pupil attachment to 

their school.

M Ek^keA^thewy k app^^b)the«xhoolconkndKvMwMpfe^ddMdh 

schools where a larger amount of specific attachments are formed these 
schools n^ay berwd% In vadoie vvays. For ^wAanoe, pup^^ fonrHng speoAic
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attachments to their school are probably more likely to conform to the sdioors 
expectations and be better motivated, thus providing good role models to other 
pupils. These benefits, together with better staff-pupil relationships that school- 

specMc sMachmenk fne Mk^y W foskr, vWH ho^^W^/ mean UwA k>8s
behavioural problems will be experienced, so schools need tie up fewer 

resources addressing these problems. It is also the case that pupils who have 

Invested in school-specific activities will arguably be less likely to get involved 

in behaviour that could jeopardise their chance of receiving the full return on 

their investment. An exclusion or expulsion from school would reduce the 
return from existing attachments and could lead to additional costs if new 

attachments have to be formed at a different school. Further benefits to accrue 

to schools could include Improved attendance records and In some cases a 
better school reputation arising from greater pupil satisfaction and 

performance. With extra-curricular activities, the school's reputation may be 
enhanced if its teams and representatives achieve success in their ventures. 
Overall, the school can hope to benefit from school-specific attachments by 
enjoying a more harmonious and effective learning environment that will 
probably improve both its academic and non-academic performance, and lead 

to a lower pupil turnover.

l3(irkN9r sA al (ISKSTT) fkaunid ervkderNce of a|)(»stth/e (lorrekalkan betwfeeritlie(^i*ajH)f 
of (M:ho()k; aus reflectetj hi ()FS>TE:[) hisjaecthDr* fndinigs and ttie lem/el ()f e)Ara- 
(Xjrrfcuhar acttvfUes pwroi/hded lay tlie scfiools. ()f the foiirteerisscoiKisur/ stdhoc^s 
stiKjleij, thN) awB\fen cfte<j tyy Her h/k%je«rb/^» lnspe(A()r ais vvofthy of (HpeMctaj 
lecxMgrikkan hi tlanuar/ 19<)6, (oRlereMd rrKsre atAlvftkrs, aictderved (jreedhar 
pxEutldpNatlon fimd (xttnawzhBcl rnoM» pNOsHive i^aierAal txawdkfrMg f(wr their awcth/Mles. 
riie ffrKjlr^gs ci ISgurbwar iaf)pNear to (HJT>pK)rt th^» rKDthon 1Uiat ispHScdflc 
attachments can be beneficial to schools by improving their performance and 

reputation, both of which are Important marketing points.
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There are, however, costs of building up school-specific attachments that the 

school wIM Incur. These Include the opportunity cost of facilities used for the 
the v^Uue staM tinie devoted to organising and (firming the 

activities and the purchase of any equipment necessary for the activities.

The pupils can benefit from extra-curricular activities that form school-specific 

attachments in various ways. The enjoyment of participation, the formation of 
more and/or closer friendships with their peers, the development of better 
relationships with their teachers, the acquisition or improvement of knowledge 

and skills and the attainment of awards and prizes are some of the possible 

returns. Barber et a! (1997) found that pupils perceived these to be among the 
many benefits from involvement In extra-curricular activities.

The costs to pupils of establishing school-specific capital in this way include 

the opportunity cost of the time spent participating in the activities, any charges 
that may be levied by the school and the possible purchase of equipment.

Viewing education as a mixture of general and school-specific factors in this 

way poses some Important questions for researchers to address.

• What is the optimal mix of general and school-specific factors?

• Are the school-specific factors of central or marginal importance?
• How do the school-specific factors exert their Impact?
• Does an Increased Investment In school-specific factors improve a child's 

return from schooling?

«Do different school-specific factors have different effects?

In seeking to answer these questions, however, there are several difficulties to

be overcome. First, It Is not always easy to Identify the school-specific 
attachments arising during education. Many activities will arguably combine 
both general and spedfic elements. For example, during a lesson the material
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being taught is essentially general, but the method of instruction could be 
viewMMd as spe<jMc k) :»dhooL ()ne coidd be (kMhoadng the via
information technology, another using a more traditional approach of 'chalk 
and talk*. A second problem is that having identified a school-specific factor, it 

may not be easy to measure its effect or the value placed upon it. Thirdly, the 

structure of education is such that there is a shortage of situations where the 
behaviour of decision makers can be observed. For Instance, there are key 
decisions to be made on entry to the system when the child Is four years old 

and then subsequently at ages seven (Year 2), eleven (Year 6) and sixteen 
(Year 11), which are the usual points of transfer from one stage In education to 
another, often accompanied by a change of school.

School-specific attachment and pupil turnover

As a starting point for research into the possible impact of school-specific 

attachments on the education process and decision making, this project 

concentrates on the sixth form choices of pupils as they approach the end of

\:Bar11.

Having made the distinction between general and specific training, Becker 

developed the relationship between specific training and worker turnover, 
px^ndng outthaA specMIctRdnkxawm produce a kMveri^de dtunvover. Fkms 
hfrve Inwceiith/e 1k) laty (>M sfxacdfhcafh^ trahvsd vvodkewm kMBxsairse ther/ vvIN 
have to pay to train any replacements that they recruit. Equally workers who 

havk) (xantrlbirtecl k) tf*) (X)8t tiielr s|)e<dflG tralnIrMg will kx) kMw; Nicely to (quit 
because they will not reap the full return on their investment.

rhis coii(x»pA (cari tx) tadkeit aund a;3plk)d Ik) ttx» (k9<d<dcMn rrtakjng kxaliavICMjr 
pupils at age sixteen where It Is possible to study pupil turnover between 

school and college. Except for those attending 11-16 schools, most pupils face
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a (:h()k:e bKStvveeri cnmm asctiool sixili fcwiri eiTKl «i Iccaj fiiMfier eiducaAlcH^ 
cx)nagK) K thKB)' t(» (ccwntlnue In fuH tlirie <)clijt:atk)ri. riie l(h»a b^Hng
postulated Is that those choosing to quit school at this point will be pupils who 

have built up fewer specific attachments to their school than those choosing to 
stay on. If such attachments are significant In pupil decision making, it should 

be possible to quantify their effect.

For the purposes of this investigation, extra-curricular activities will be studied 

as the source of school-specific attachments. All other things being equal, a 
school will want to retain in the sixth form a pupil who has been a regular 

member of a sports team up to Year 11 in order to get the full return on the 
staff time and other resources devoted to training the pupil to this point. 
Potentially the returns on this school-specific attachment are greatest during 
the sixth form when the team matures and can exploit the benefits of teamwork 
produced by having played together over the years. In many schools the 
results achieved by the 1st XV or 1st XI are viewed as Important indicators of 

athletic achievement, so the retention of players for the sixth form to secure a 
successful season would be regarded as a good return for the school on the 

school-specific capital. Loss of players through quitting for college would lead 
to additional costs to the school as replacements would need extra coaching to 

try to reach the standard sought from the team. Clearly, if the quitter Is a key 

player, these costs will be greater and the return to the school on Its specific 

capital smaller. If results are disappointing the school's productivity drops, 
which could be detrimental to its reputation.

inh«9 pxjpilliAfho has ptkiyed In a scdhcxol spworts tewam caanalsoer^Kry kManeflb) Ikom 
any school-specific attachments by staying on in the sixth form. The

friendships established within the team may enhance his or her enjoyment 
from the sport, the existing relationship with a coach aware of the puplfs 
sArerHgths arid weajcneewaes nier/ leawd to nioia raf>l<j pwiagreaws Iri thwa s|)ort and
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the* p(>88lbjHty (^{gajnlr^g reoogpiiWcHi (uidf^kituswlthhni th«» sc*io()l (n thK) ^arm oi
sporting colours could all be possible benefits. A decision to leave may also 

create costs for the pupil who will not necessarily secure a place in the college 

sports team and may need to spend additional time establishing his or her 

sporting credentials in a new institution.

Mention has already been made of the various ways in which participation in 

extra-curricular activities might be of value. If the participant is only deriving 

personal enjoyment from them, then they are likely to view them as cheap or 

free alternatives to purchasing activities in the leisure services market. There 

is, however, a condition attached to the consumption, which is that the student 

has to attend lessons in accordance with the school's curriculum and 

timetable. Provided that the same activities are offered by competing schools 
and colleges, there will be no effect on quitting because there Is no investment 

taking place from which to gain a return.

A second value to arise from the activities is that they may well carry the

pcAentlal Aor human (sap^tsil in\Asstrnent. Tlie:/ cam pwrovlcks rwavv kncmwIeNdgie amd 
skills In the specific activity to enhance the puplfs overall learning and improve
performance in curriculum subjects by raising pupil motivation. Such 

investment should generate productivity improvement from the education

pix)c«rss. IThware coitki kne an inipNata liere In tenris of |)U|)II tuirtoxrer, but K vvlH 
depend on the proportion of the return on the investment that is schooi- 

spedflc. Pupils will be less likely to quit If they feel that the bulk of the return on
the investment Is dependent on the school-specific attachments.

fnnaJh/, axdfvitPes offer swcoipe 1k)r swodal (fe\relo|anient thfoi^gh tlie fonmarHoii 
frIerHjslilips i#rKli pMSSis aund bfrher relaAioiisli^ps ifdth tsawchMsrs. l^k)hmN)rkas kwjHd 
up within the pupil body and between pupils and staff, which are specific to the 
school. There Is an element of consumption and Investment at work In this
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s<)c*al cle\M)lopMiieint. FtienckBhlFw; pHnovide lmnnM»dllal() efijoyrrM^rA, kxjt they akso 
;)ro\fl<je e)(pw@rlenc*) (ieiejIngiAfHji ()thers; aekdllthiat (aan kx) ueend ;)rcKfuctl\/<H)r 
hi later IHfe. WtliLs ks the oiiky retaeon h)r pwaftk:lpwatk)n lritli€» activities tlien there 
will be strong school attachments established and pupils are unlikely to quit.

The value that a pupil gains from an extra-curricular activity will probably be a 
combination of all three areas, but not necessarily in equal measure. For 

ln@AafM:e, ai rtainralK/ iglhecl s|)orb) |)kayer iTiary IHtle tnorn piar/lng fcxr thx) 
school team In terms of investment In skill and consumption because he/she 

can probably play to a better standard out of school. The bulk of any benefit, 

therefore. Is likely to be social and hence specific to the school, so there is less 

chance of quitting for the sixth form years.

Clearly when deciding whether to stay on at school or to quit for college, pupils 

will need to weigh up all the costs and benefits of the alternatives. Madarlane 

{1993) provided a good comparison of the pros and cons of the school sixth

kxrn and the sbdh h)nn coWege, hIghHghWng Issues such as the W 
coupes swaiable, stiKkmt heedoms, unKomn i^qu^emenk, posk ^ 
responsibility, class sizes and extra-curricular activities. Deciding to quit school 
for college will carry costs, such as leaving known routines, friends, teachers, 
tearrw;, (jiibx* an(1 fxoderUes, bwjt It wNI offer pNOteiitlal kxsiiefUs, sucli sis a kMks 
fonrial ettmosp^iere, ii(» iwitform and the awdhrantage of iatt@r*dlng ft (tptxdajlst 
sixth form Institution. Rnancially, the decision could result in higher or lower 

tnavel ccwsts arKf, lit the cwase of lnde|)eiidlerA 4»clTO()k*, the p<>ssft)nHy of swavlr^g 
fees will need to be added to the equation. Johnson {1987, p68 & p69) found 
that thN) lieadteacdhens liitend(rwe<f from liidtepNBrxdent awchools repMortexf fi 
clkflncthAB siiNt hi th(Hr pwupiN ;)0|)ulafion at this stsiger smdtltat as a resuM 'sonie 
pupils for a variety of reasons were choosing not to reap the benefit of what 
was perceived as the best these schools had to give,' a clear suggestion that 
school-specific atUK^hments exist.
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The rational pupil will choose to stay on at school rather than quit for college If 

there is a positive net benefit offered by the school sixth form. The net benefit 

of sixth form education will be composed of both general and specific factors, 

and will cover investment and consumption considerations. By definition, any 

general factors should be independent of the Institution, so the critical 

consideration will be the specific factors. Unfortunately, many of the costs and 

benefits that go to make up the net benefit are unobservable, so it Is necessary 

to use the pupil's stay or quit choice as a latent variable. In essence therefore, 

the hypothesis that is being derived from the model is that ceteris paribus 

pupils participating In extra-curricular activities in school up to the end of Year 

11 will build up school-specific attachments that make them less likely to quit 

the school In favour of a sixth form college at the end of Year 11.

In assessing the impact of school-specific attachments established through 

participation in extra-curricular activities on pupil turnover, the Independent 

sector arguably provides a better testing ground than the state schools. Within 

the state sector, if 11-16 schools were used for the research, those pupils 

quitting pre-sixteen would probably be leaving their school because of a 

complex mixture of reasons covering both school-specific and social capital 

considerations. A study based on this type of school could have difficulty 

separating these different sets of factors. It is also the case that many quits 

from such schools may not be the result of free choice. Independent schools, 

whilst not Immune from such considerations, will probably have greater 

uniformity In the social capital of their pupils and fewer Involuntary quitters.

For 11-18 state schools, Payne et al (1996) found from the Youth Cohort Study 
tfiat of ^Teiar 11 pijpills ksft sdlooltc) spNsrMl Itieir sixth fcMmi ireana hi a f^hfWi 
k)rrn (lolksghs, cxxnnpNared to of 11 |)up*Hs froiri InckspMsrMdsiit sxdhools. 
irtM) flgpjres for Fiurther EEclucatlon (%)lk>ges vreiis and 10<%, respMSctIveh/. 
()rt thMS l)asks ()f this data K \AM)ukl sipfyear ttwat 11-18 state hwavi)
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higher quit rate at the end of Year 11, but with regard to sixth form colleges the 

independent sector experiences a higher turnover. Independent schools 

probably also have more resources to devote to extra-curricular activities so 
any school-specific attachments are likely to be stronger and more 

sophisticated than in 11-18 state schools and, because they charge fees, the 

costs of pupils entering their sixth forms are much higher, so the pull of school- 
specific attachments will need to be greater to retain pupils than in an 

equivalent free' state school. However, there Is clearly scope for a subsequent 

extension of the research Into the state sector.

In fact, the model offers several possibilities for further research through an 

extension of the idea of school-specific attachments to a notion of school 
system-specific attachments. Pupils may build up school system-specific 

capital during their school years that makes them less likely to quit full time 

education at the age of sixteen because they can only get the full return on 
their investment by staying in the system until the age of eighteen.
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CHAPTER 3 - UTERATURE REVIEW

It has already been pointed out that the issue under investigation is a relatively 

unexplored area, although It can draw upon existing research findings in 

several other fields. One such area that has attracted the interest of 

economists is the decision to continue education beyond the age of sixteen. 

Work by Pissarides (1981), Rice (1987) and Micklewright (1989) all sought to 

explore this continuation decision because of Britain's poor staying on rates 

relative to other industrialised nations. All three used human capital theory and 

dummy dependent variable models, similar to that used in this research, but 

the dependent variable in each case was concerned with the choice to stay or 
leave full time education, rather than assuming that education will continue 
beyond sixteen and looking at the choice between school or college sixth form, 
which is the focus here. This is not an unreasonable assumption to make In 
the context of independent schools because the vast majority of their pupils 

continue in full time sixth form education. ISIS figures for HMC schools in 1996 

reveal that of 25,088 15-year-olds just 296 (0.01%) left Independent schools 

post GCSE for destinations other than school or Further Education.

Pissarides successfully captured both consumption and investment aspects of 
education decision making in his model. As a consumption activity, education 

post sixteen was found to be a luxury commodity, displaying a high elasticity 

for staying on with respect to per capita real consumption expenditure. This 

perhaps helps to explain the high staying on rates among Independent school 

pupils reported above, given that most parents will be drawn from the upper 

half of the income distribution. With regard to investment, he found significant 

links between staying on and the relative starting salaries for stayers and 

leavers, between staying on and the relative growth rates of lifetime Incomes 
for stayers and leavers, and between staying on and the relative 
unemployment rates for stayers and leavers. On the whole, however, the
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staying rates for girls were found to be less responsive to these economic 

Inwceiith/eM) thwan vvaus the cew»e f()r F»k;sarkfes' reikeercfi vveis s^ardflcgunt In
that It was one of the earliest ventures Into this field, but its macroeconomic 

approach limits Its value In the context of this investigation.

Flk:e jirKf IVBkdkIeiAMfght bNOthi iituwjkxi ecluwcailon (AorrMniwatton (i€H2lslon«* Iri ti 
mkameconomlc conkMd. Rk» was InkrAAed In the eMeot of
household Income on the continuation decision, finding that it was a significant 

Influence for girls, but not for boys. Perhaps more usefully, she established 

that factors, such as the occupational and Industrial backgrounds of the 

household and Its location, had a marked effect on educational decisions. This 

was confirmed by MIckiewright who found significant results on school 
continuation decisions for parental educational backgrounds, parental 

occupations, number of siblings and regional location. Of more relevance to 

this project, however. Is the inclusion of school and ability variables In 
Micklewright's work. When introduced to the model, they reduced the impact of 
hunHy Ixwdqyourd, btA produced r^gnWkairA coefMckfAs. PupHs a^erxHng 
independent schools and state grammar schools had higher probabilities of 
staying on post sixteen than those at comprehensive or secondary modern 

(rciTCMals. i/Vfilie IMils (aotikf kKs \4ew€Mj as evickeric** that dIfksreHnt tyjpes sdTCM)! 
achieve different levels of attachment for pupils and hence different staying on 

rates, there could be many other explanations as MIckiewright pointed out. For 
instance, school type may reflect differing levels of peer pressure, parental 

Incomes, parental preferences and pupil ability. Nevertheless having controlled 

for ab4INy, wfW(dh vvas KssM s^spiiHcaant fawdior o)/er ttw) c%)nAhTuatk)n ,d€Kck*k)n, 
the scdhool i/ajfajbtss iTanifUrtsd IrrMiK^rAiaj. VViiHe tlie vvohk f4ice larKf 
^/acfd(MA^^ght |Dro\d(ies sworrM* lis^p^hjl g|iuickin<)e for lAik* iprojewct, kMoth Lusetl 
riatkarral (fatsi fwtts, thw) FamWy EExfierKditure f3ur\rey fuicl thw) l^latlkMisd C^hlkf 
[)e\M»lof>nierA Siin/ery respwsctlvet/, wherewistftk* proMxA Is eMSEwsrrdfdly a stiKdY of 
la local meirkyst, arxf rtelthM@r set of c&ataitmmasgaithSMrsd s|)ecH1c%anyf<)r thelbisilk hi
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hand. This posed problems, especially for Micklewright who had difficulty 

estimating the impact of income because of data deficiencies.

Further studies on school continuation decisions have been conducted by 
Mare (1980) and Robertson (1993). Neither is directly comparable to the work 

of Rice and Micklewright because they considered different countries and 

hence different education systems, although both found that family background 

factors were influential. Mare's study from America concluded that any 

influence of family background variables declined in magnitude with each 
successive grade in schooling once the compulsory years of education were 

completed. However, Mare's survey was based purely on a cohort of white 

American male military veterans born before 1950 so its results need to be 

treated with caution. Robertson's research was closer to home centering on 

Scotland in the 1980's. Like Micklewright he included school variables in his 

model, establishing that schools with larger numbers of pupils in the last year 

of compulsory schooling produced higher staying on rates. Again, it could be 

suggested that larger schools provide more opportunities for pupils to establish 

school attachments, via extra-curricular activities for example, which 

encouraged them to stay on, but again there could be other explanations for 
the relationship, such as the scope for a larger school to offer a broader range 

of courses to attract more stayers. In fact, Robertson concluded that the 

greater flexibility offered by the Scottish examination system of O Levels, 

Highers and A Levels provided scope for students to have one or two years in 
the sixth form and tended to encourage greater post sixteen participation.

Andrews and Bradley (1997) took a local market In their detailed Investigation
into post GCSE decision making, studying the choices made by Lancashire's 

14,000 Year 11 pupils in 1991. Among the school variables considered, the 
strongest effects came from the school size, as measured by the number of 
pupils In Year 11, and academic quality, captured by the proportion of Year 11
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pupils attaining 5 or more GCSEs with grades A-C. Contrary to Robertson's 
results, they found that pupils In larger schools were less likely to stay on In
continuing education, especially of a non-vocational nature. It may be that 
bigger pupil populations generate a feeling of insignificance and make it less 

likely that pupils build up school-specific attachments. Their findings with 
respect to the academic quality of schools showed that "better" schools 
generated higher staying on rates, even controlling for the individual pupil"s 

academic ability. Clearly, there could be many reasons why some schools 
perform better than others, some exogenous, such as catchment area, and 

others endogenous, like class sizes. Within this latter category, there might be 
school-specific factors at work helping to generate lower quit rates among 

pupils.

In recent years, attention seems to have shifted away from the education 

continuation decision because as Table 5 below indicates there has been a 

marked improvement in post sixteen staying on rates in England. The table 
only looks at 16-year-olds, but a similar picture of rising participation rates 

exists for 17- and 18-year-olds.

TABLE 5

Percentage of estimated population of 16-vear-olds in England
In full time education 1979/80-1995/96

All Courses 
A/AS Levels 

Sixth form colleges 
Independent schools

Total population

[Population figures In thousands]

[Source: DFE Statistical Bulletins 14/92,10/94 and DfEE News 159/97]

1979/80 1983/84 1987/88 1991/92 1995/96
41.7 47.8 48.5 66.6 70.7
20.8 21.7 23.8 34.2 36.0
2.5 2.8 3.2 5.4 6.4
3.8 3.7 4.5 5.7 5.4

772.7 761.7 720.7 576.3 600.5
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Following on from the continuation decision some researchers have 

Investigated the choice of institution for the sixth form years, while others have 

looked at the reasons behind pupil decisions, both to stay on post sixteen and 
to enter a particular institution for the sixth form. Dean et al (1979) conducted 

an extensive national research project into all of these areas. Unfortunately, 

Independent schools were excluded from their survey and their work pre-dated 

the significant changes to the post sixteen market. Nevertheless, It may be that 

their results for state grammar schools can be of value because many such 

schools joined the ranks of the independent sector in the late 1970's after the 
removal of direct grant status in 1975. Not surprisingly, when asked for the 
main reason for staying on post sixteen, pupils were largely pragmatic, seeking 

to further career prospects and gain access to Higher Education. Eglin (1984) 

confirmed these findings in his survey of state and private school sixth formers 

in London, although his approach differed slightly in that pupils could give 

more than one reason for their choice. He found that parents and peers 

exerted some influence, but the fact that these were of negligible importance In 

Dean et al would suggest that their impact is largely secondary In nature. 

Foskett and Hesketh (1996) in their national survey of decision making by 15/ 

16-year-olds established similar results, with career and Higher Education 

considerations dominating the choice process when both multiple reasons and 

single reasons were sought from pupils.

With regard to their reasons for choosing a particular institution, Dean et al
f()Lmd ()f grsinimfir 6<dhool ptiplk; vrene hraf^pyr Ik) star/ sA th»e awarne axdhool, 
which could mean that some adhesion was taking place, but the reasons for 
ttielr (X)rAerAmerA \frRh thaHr existing s<dh()ol vvens riot laxjptoreid. ^^CAmM^v1)r, ^)r 
thHoawa isrAerkig pMurthwar I5(tu(%atk)n cxiHe^gtrs inssuRr* vrems laviiHadble Ihor |)U|)88
transferring from independent school. The main reasons for their switch were 

to follow courses not available at school, especially practical courses, and to
einter la rnwore aackjR rarrvtnorrment. M this lattSMr {groupr Is raddedl to thwosM)
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expressing a dislike of their school, about a third of those leaving the 
independent sector were rejecting the school's product, suggesting that maybe 

few school-specific bonds had been formed during their time at the school.

Foskett and Hesketh's results on factors affecting the choice of institution were 

somewhat different from Dean el a!. Only 16% of the sample stated that the 
main reason for their choice was that they wanted to stay in their school's sixth 

form. The academic reputation of the institution, its location and the desire to 

follow a particular course not offered elsewhere were the other main reasons 

given by pupils for their choices. Reputation and location were particularly 

significant for pupils deciding to stay on at their present schools. When asked 

to reveal any factors that had exerted some influence over their decisions the 

top factors to emerge were academic reputation and location. There was no 
evidence of school-specific attachments, but the questionnaire was not really 

designed to illicit such details so they cannot be ruled out. Parents and peer 

groups were again a secondary choice factor.

The 1992 Further and Higher Education Act heralded an upturn In research 

Into sixth form education, the findings of which have recently been published. 

Schagen et al (1996) conducted an investigation of sixth forms in state 

schools, but unfortunately only surveyed those choosing to stay on at school. 

Therefore, the reported reasons given for pupils leaving schools to enter 

colleges must be treated with caution as they were not obtained from the 

leavers themselves. Nevertheless, the prime reasons given, namely to enjoy 

greater freedom, a change of ethos and to take advantage of a wider range of 
courses do concur with the results of others. Perhaps the most useful product 
<)f tills refkearcfi, Istfiat K IckarAffled thw; rewasorw) gl\msnl3y f*j|)Ks fc^trLaylrrg cm ai 
school, some of which could be viewed as school-specific attachments. 
Continuity of teaching and familiarity with the school environment were two 

sijc*t ffeafures. |:t:plb; also /ajiied tfie iDreswsrice (yf tlieir fileiic&s, la rncHis
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structured and disciplined learning environment, smaller class sizes and, if the 

school possessed one, a good reputation. On a more practical note, a 

convenient location was also presented as a choice factor. Unfortunately, 

having produced this list of reasons, no attempt was made to test their validity 

or to quantify their relative importance within the decision making process. This 

was largely because the questionnaires and interviews used by the research 

team were rather open ended.

Payne et al (1996) used data from the England and Wales Youth Cohort 

Survey to examine the determinants of pupils' staying on decisions. They 

made the observation that post sixteen staying on rates were better In 11-18 

than 11-16 schools in the state sector, which could indicate that pupils 

establish school attachments. The presence of a sixth form in a school might 

encourage a higher proportion of pupils to continue in full time education 

because of the attachments that they have established. If these links are 

forcibly broken because the school does not have a sixth form, this is enough 

to make some pupils decide to cease full time schooling. Obviously, this Is only 

one possible interpretation of the situation, and further research would be 

needed to test its validity.

Payne et al tried to examine whether school factors influenced staying on 

choices by running a logit regression on a dependent variable of stay/leave full 
time education and including some school features among the explanatory 

variables, but not whether the school attended was 11-16 or 11-18. Other 

explanatory variables covered family background and regional factors and 

generally produced similar findings to those of Mickiewright and others. Of the 

school variables, age adjusted pupilrteacher ratio, staffing and staffing 

experience all proved insignificant. The status of the school in terms of single 

sex or co-education exerted some influence, with girls' schools having higher 

stay on rates than co-educationai schools, which In turn were slightly higher
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than boys' schools. The size of the sdiool's sixth form relative to the size of 
Years 10 and 11 was also Influential; the larger the sixth form, the higher the 
(Aery cHi raAe. (3tadf turryoxfer hwad a slgpiMIcemt Inipact a[S\AM)H; a li^gtMar turrK)\M)r 
vveus aussodated wHIi a kMAfer stcrylng or* nate, c%)uld irxlksate tfisA |Xj;)Hs 
had less chance to build up attachments with specific teachers and hence 
were more likely to quit full-time education. Finally, there was a strong negative 
correlation between the percentage of post sixteen pupils attending college in 

the area and the staying on rate. This suggests that schools were more 
successful at retaining pupils post sixteen, which again might Indicate that 
there may have been attachment factors at work. For this aspect of their work, 

Payne et al used only data for pupils in English state schools, thus once again 

excluding the Independent sector.

Another research field that should be acknowledged is the considerable body 
of work into school choice decisions. The bulk of material here focuses on 

parental choice of primary and secondary school within the state sector. 

Walford (1994) provides a good summary of the state of play. Typically the 
factors to emerge as important in parents' choice of a secondary school are its 

l(>catk)ri, VNlTerUher tliey fSHsI iHheIr (dhlkj will bwe liaf)Fpy sA tfts fwdhiool, wtietlrsf tfieir 
child has expressed a preference for the school and the presence of siblings 

and/or friends at the school. Issues like discipline, school facilities and 

ftcekdkgrnlc reNCond lare rekdh/ely rnlrHor rzonsilkleratkMnis. intw* rrrowA recewit, eunxl 
extensive, survey of parental attitudes conducted at Keele University's Centre 
k)r (Siiccaseksful (SchCMDis and rejpoded lay B^irber (19SNS) cxardirmed tlib* pfctiins, 
although Barber pointed out that school examination results seem to be 
featuring more prominently in decision making as league tables of 
performance become an accepted part of education. Not surprisingly, school 
attachment factors do not appear in any of this work because the transfer to 
secondary school inevitably Involves a change of institution at age 11 or 12
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The same is not necessarily true In the Independent sector where preparatory 

school pupils often have the option to transfer to secondary school at age 11 

or 13. This offers scope for attachment factors to operate within preparatory 

schools to retain pupils for an additional two years. It is also the case that 
some independent secondary schools operate their own Junior/primary 

schools, which again allows for continuity of school at age 11 when the normal 
point of transfer is reached. Unfortunately, there does not appear to have been 

any research Into this aspect of Independent school pupil decision making at 

age 11.

Fox (1985) and Johnson (1987) are the major contributors to the study of 
parental choice of school in the independent sector. Both adopt a sociological 

approach to the issue. Fox's research was based on a series of 190 interviews 

with parents of boys attending HMC schools conducted In 1979/80, and 
Johnson Interviewed headteachers. Local Education Authority officials and 

parents from an area of south east England in 1984. Johnson's sample of just 

25 parents was chosen using a rather debatable method and her results were 

largely qualitative rather than quantitative, so only Fox's findings will be 

considered. In stark contrast to the work on the state sector, she found that the 
top two reasons given by parents for choosing a school in the independent 

sector were better academic results, and character and discipline training. 

Other key reasons that were given by at least a third of the parents surveyed 

were that they believed their children would be treated as individuals, receive 

better teaching, benefit from favourable class sizes and enjoy a fuller 

education. This last reason brings extra-curricular activities Into the picture as 

something valued by parents. Fox (1985, p154) claimed 'Many parents view 

the maintained schools as nine to five institutions, leaving the pupils to pursue 

their own Interests outside this period of time. The private schools, by contrast, 

with their numerous activities - societies, music, sports, chess, metalwork and 

so on, an@ iM>en as provkMng drWr pupMs vdUithe chsjK^to sanipk rnany
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different aspects of life'. This Is by no means proof of the existence of school 

attachments, but Fox found that most of the parents expressing support for 

extra-curricular activities had links with either independent schools or state 

grammars, and had thus benefited from such activities themselves. On this 

basis, extra-curricular activities may not be school-specific, but they do seem 

to build parental attachments to certain types of school.

Fox is not alone In finding parents expressing support for extra-curricular 

activities. Edwards et al (1989) found a similar proportion of fee-paying parents 

In their sample viewing extra-curricular activities as "very Important" In their 

choice of secondary school. Among the state school parents and Assisted 

Place holders In their survey, there was slightly less enthusiasm with between 

a fifth and a quarter of parents claiming that their decisions were Influenced by 

such activities. However, in line with Fox, other factors were found to be more 

significant, such as examination results, school facilities, school ethos, career 
prospects and Higher Education prospects.

Away from the independent sector. Barber (1994b, p4) found that about 50% 

of parents wanted more information on school extra-curricular activities and 
suggested that This may be an Indirect plea for more provision of this kind.' 

However, he later pointed out (Barber, 1996) that the parents may not have 

been solely motivated by a desire to improve the breadth and depth of their 

child's education - some were probably looking to find a convenient child 

rnlrwllng fw»rv1(x»l INkrvertheleew), lAie fact difita (WjbwBtantkU pNM)px)rtk)riof pwareirts 
showed an interest In the provision of such activities implies that they see them 

ais bwelng ()f vahte to tfielr (dhlldreMn. IJrrfortimifrtely, hiki reHaearctI (fkj riot exteiicl 
Into why parents wanted additional information on these activities.

[)€NBj)Ne ttie fawct th&at a^xocMndlnt; to l/VaMord (19SK4) rn^wng/ |psuM)rHk) tadke tf*e 
whahes of tfielr cftlkfren Into aiocouiit vvtkert ctiooslng *;clTO<)k*, often lm/olv1ryai
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them directly in the decision making process, there has been relatively little 
research Into the choice determinants of children. However, Barber (1996, 

p82) reporting on the Keeie University survey of pupil attitudes claimed that 

'The enthusiasm of many pupils, especially In inner-city schools, for 

involvement in extra-curricular activities is one of the most positive aspects of 

the picture pupils paint of their school experience.' No attempt is made to 

establish why pupils are so positive about these activities, so it is impossible to 

discover if there are school-specific factors at work. Barber et al (1997) took 

things a stage further asking pupils what they perceived to be the benefits from 

their involvement in extra-curricular activities. Pupils could identify any number 

of benefits and no attempt was made to rank or quantify them. Nevertheless, 

the top four benefits acknowledged by over 75% of pupils sampled were 

enjoyment of the activities, the chance to learn more, making friends and 

gaining confidence. Just under 50% said that the activities made school more 

enjoyable, just over 40% thought they improved pupil-teacher relationships 

iwliHe bxstwreen larKf gwald thkat thKry bn;)ro)/e(l ewdiool pMsrforman()B, 
gained the admiration of others and enhanced prospects for employment, 

examinations and college entry. There are some school-specific issues evident 

in this list, such as the development of friendships and better relationships with 

teachers, although it must be remembered that the research is based on pupil 

perceptions and is not proof of the existence of links between extra-curricular 

activities and the other variables.

[}^anKmfs ^984)(mw^lscak sodoWgkxUreseamh keson
participation and social groupings among girls In a Scottish independent 

school found that friendships formed In school were Influential In many ways. 
Three groups of girls formed the mainstay of pupils staying on for the school's 

sbdh k)nn - Fhe Ekwwtkws, vWiose #He vvas seK expku^akwy; Che CkHwifmd 
Dollies, who adopted a 'grown up' adolescent lifestyle; and The Swots and 
Weeds, who were the academic elite. The Boarders and Debs and Dollies
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dominated the sports teams and held many school offices arguably building up 

substantial school attachments, which made them less likely to leave at 

sixteen. This view was reinforced by the Swots and Weeds who were also 

significant holders of school offices and had the highest staying on rate of all 

groups. Again there could be other factors at work to explain the staying on so 

a degree of caution is necessary. For example, the Boarders may have been 

faced with very little alternative but to stay on if their parents were abroad and 

so they were boarding out of necessity. Equally, most of the girls staying on 
were the more able pupils, so it could have been academic ability rather than 

school attachment that mattered.

In summary, it would appear that the twin issues of sixth form choices and 
extra-curricular activities are currently attracting greater attention among 

researchers. However, on the strength of this review, there is little concrete 

evidence to support the notion that a link exists between school attachment 

factors and pupil sixth form decision making.
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(3H^\j»TrE:F% - E=()<:)KK:)k/ll::rF^() lfu1PLE:fVM:l\rr/k"ri()r^l ()IF Tl-IE: IVK:>[)E:L

4.1 THE ECONOMETRIC MODEL

The basic premise of the model is that the individual pupil (i) will make the 

decision about whether to stay at their present school or quit to spend their 

sixth form elsewhere according to the net benefit (YJ they receive from staying 

on. Net benefit will be a function of certain observed explanatory variables 

relating to the pupil's school-specific attachments, home background, 

geographical location in relation to their school, academic ability and tastes 

(Xjj) and an unobserved component (u,).

Y| = Y( Xjj, Uj) where i=1,....k

If a linear functional relationship is adopted, then

Yj a 80+81X11+82X2+.............+ %Xkj+U|

Unfortunately, net benefit, the dependent variable in the model, is a latent 

variable because some of the costs and benefits that determine its value 
cannot be measured. However, assuming that the pupils behave rationally, 

they will stay on at the same school if they obtain a positive net benefit from so 

doing (Y; > 0). The decision to stay or leave Is observed and can be captured 

by an alternative dependent variable Sj, which takes the value 1 if the pupil 

stays and 0 if they quit.

.. 1 If 0
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TTie Introductloiii ci S; gerw^raies a irtodtH whh a^dimim^^ ck);)eiick)rA\/aiiiab4e, hi

which the probability of a pupil staying on (PJ becomes the main focus of 

attention.

f);. F»T (8^ .. 1) .. FT (Y'i >.0)

“ Pr [(00+B.jX’i 1+82X2)+.......... +B|^X|^j+Uj) > 0]

■ Pr [ Uj > -(00+ B^ X11+B2X21+........... +B^X|^)]

a 1 - F [ -(00+01X11+02X21+........... + 0|^X|^j)]

a F (00+01X11+02X21+........... +^k^ki)

The probability that the pupil stays is a non-linear function of the explanatory 

variables, the precise nature of the function depending on the cumulative 

distribution function (F) of the error term. A logistic distribution is assumed for 

the purpose of this model so that

Pj a exp( 00+ 01 Xi 1+02X21+........+0|^Xj^j)/[1+exp(00+BiXij+02X2i+.........+^X|d)]

a 1 / [1 + exp-(00+ 01 Xi|+02Xg+.......... +^k^ki)l

Having established the probability that the pupil stays for the sixth form, it is 

possible to obtain the probability that the pupil quits (1 - Pj).

1 - Pj a 1 / [1 + 6Xp(00+01X11+02X2)+........... + B|^X|^j)]

Taking the natural logarithm of the odds ratio In favow of staying for the sixth 

form the logit (L,) Is obtained.

l^.ln[P,/(1.P|)]

a 00+0iXij+02Xa+.............. +^k^ki
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This equation can be estimated using the maximum likelihood method such

L *^^1/[1+exp-(Bo+BiXij+B2X2+...+BkXkj)] Bo+ B^X^;+ 82X2+...+B^X^) /

[1 + exp-( BQ+ B^ X^;+B2X21+...+B^Xid)]

Each parameter estimated In the model represents the change In the log of the 
odds ratio In favour of the pupil staying on at school for an incremental change 
in the respective explanatory variable, Xj.

5P/5X;.P,(1-P|)8|

6(logP/1 - P|)/5X|, . Bj

The effect of a unit change in Xj will be at its greatest when P| = 0.5. Under this 
condition, the effect of a unit change In the explanatory variable on the 
probability of a pupil staying on for the sixth form will be Bj/4.
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The schools and the sixth form market

The logit model was estimated using data collected from two leading 

independent day schools In Hampshire. Hampshire was chosen because it 

was at the forefront of the sixth form college movement in the late 1960's and 

early 1970's. As stated by Macfarlane (1978, p40), Southampton was the first 

Local Education Authority whose secondary reorganization plans showed a 

complete departure from the traditional Idea of the sixth form' when It opened 
three 'open-access' sixth form colleges in 1967. Hampshire went a step further 

promoting a system of 11-16 comprehensive schools and 16+ sixth form 

colleges from 1969 onwards. Many of these early colleges were developed 

from former state grammar schools, which enabled them to build up strong 

academic reputations from the outset, and hence pose a threat to the sixth 

forms of Independent schools. The sixth form college is therefore very well 

established In Hampshire, and along with further education and tertiary 
colleges, represents for most the only real alternative to the independent 

school sixth form. For the majority of sixth formers, college attendance is the 

norm and the colleges have a high profile. In the DfEE School and College 

Performance Tables (1996) there were 20 colleges, 17 independent schools 

and 10 state schools registering A Level candidates. This latter group 

averaged just under 40 candidates per school, while Independent schools 

averaged 60 per school and the colleges dominated with over 345 per college. 

Therefore, the market in sixth form education in Hampshire Is one in which the 
independent school faces intense competition from colleges.

Of the 20 colleges In Hampshire, half are classified as sixth form colleges and 
half further education and tertiary colleges. Over 50% of them are 
(X)rK:entrate(f In tile tvvo E^scgiMap^hilcNaj auneas larcHjnd SMOifthaunnprkiri aunKf
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Poflsmouth, 80 It was decided to focus the researdi on these areas.

Hampshire contains 27 independent secondary schools, but only 17 of them 

operate sixth forms. One of this number Is a nationally renowned boarding 
school, which makes it peripheral to the local market, and another specialises 

In pupils with learning difficulties. Of the remainder, 6 schools are located In or 
around Southampton and 3 in or around Portsmouth. The largest day school 

from each of these groups was chosen for the research because they offered 

the greatest potential for competing with the local sixth form colleges.

Appendix A provides some details on the two schools, which henceforth will be 
referred to as School A and School B.

Extra-curricular activities

Extra-curricular activities featured prominently in the prospectus of each 

school. The headmaster of School A stated 'Your daughter or your son will be 

challenged by an exciting curriculum allied to a whole wealth of sporting,

musical, dramatic and cultural activities..... ' while School B's headmaster

claimed 'In close partnership with parents and within a firm but sensitive 

pastoral structure. Its staff ensure that every pupil may find fulfilment in 

scholastic and extra-curricular spheres.' Both prospectuses also contained a 

double page devoted to each of sport, the arts and clubs, emphasising the 
number and breadth of options on offer. Table 6 shows the number of activities 

mentioned In these prospectuses.
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TABLE 6
Number of extra-curricular activities mentioned in the

prospectuses of SchoolA and School B

Sports
Arts activities (Music, Drama, Art)
Clubs and Societies
Other activities (eg Duke of Edinburgh Award, 
Community Service, Combined Cadet Force)

[Source: School prospectuses]

School A
21
23
44
10

School B 
19 
12
27
4

A degree of caution should be taken when studying these figures because 

School A split some of its clubs into junior and senior sections and had many 

separate art and drama activities, which inflated some of its figures. Equally, 

neither school gave any Indication of the regularity with which the clubs met 

and hence the extent to which they formed part of the routine life of the school. 

Nevertheless, from the evidence presented in the prospectuses there is little 

doubt that extra-curricular activities were viewed as a vital Ingredient to the 
success of the individual pupil and the school.

Pupil questionnaire and variable creation

Having identified the schools, a questionnaire was administered to all Year 11 

pupils on 15th May 1996, just prior to their GCSE examination leave. This 

gave the pupils maximum time to decide on their sixth form plans and to 
establish school-specific attachments. A copy of the questionnaire appears as 

Appendix B. The results from the questionnaire were combined with the GCSE 

results of the pupils and details of their final sixth form decisions. This 

additional information was supplied by the participating schools in September 

1996.

The questionnaire sought Information on various areas that were felt to be
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potentially influential in sixth form decision making. First, details were required 
on the pupirs recent involvement In extra-curricular activities, as the likely 
source of school-specific attachments. Barber (1996) found that in the state 
sector initial pupil enthusiasm for secondary school faded over time to be 
replaced by a general disenchantment. However, during Year 11 he observed 
a return of slightly more positive attitudes. It is likely that during the secondary 
school years, adolescence and other influences like peer pressure, will cause 
a pupil's tastes to change and with them their involvement In activities. 

Attachments built up during their Initial years may weaken as a result, so it was 

decided to concentrate on Year 11 activities to minimise any effect of such 

changes. The expectation was that involvement in activities would reduce the 

probability of pupil quits because of the school-specific attachments 

established by this involvement. Clearly, if the significance of school 

attachment can be shown in this way, there are further research issues that 

can be pursued, in particular, when these attachments are formed and how 

permanent they are.

Activities were divided into three main groups; sport, music and others to see if 

they exerted different influences, and Information was gathered on the number 

of activities, the extent of pupil involvement and the enjoyment derived. Pupil 

involvement was assessed by using a major/minor classification system. A 

major activity required a pupil to attend half or more of its events, be they 

practices, matches, performances, rehearsals, expeditions or meetings. Minor 

activities involved the pupil attending less than half of the events associated 

with that activity. Trying to capture pupil commitment In this way would 

hopefully reveal whether it is mere participation that builds up attachment or 
intensity of Involvement. Soliciting details on the enjoyment derived from 
activities was Intended to assess the significance of any consumption effects 
(arising front fxctlvlh^ |}ai1ldpNatk)ri. TTtCKae ckarlvlng rrKsre eiijoirment from tfielr 
fictlvldes vvould l)e gemHaraUly exfyeMakecllk) caarry <1 fUgher pjobwat^llkyr of staying,
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although in some activities, such as sport, pressure may be put on players to 
represent the school against their wishes. They may find the actual sport very 

enjoyable when playing, but the coercion used is likely to cut the enjoyment 

factor for the pupil, and reduce their consumption benefit. It may also lead to 
deteriorating teacher-pupil relations creating a negative impact on school 

attachment. Pupils were also given the opportunity to suggest activities not 

offered by their schools in which they would involve themselves to see if this 

was a factor driving them away to colleges.

Secondly, information was gathered on certain family background variables, 

such as parental occupations, number of siblings and their ages relative to the 

pupil concerned, whether the pupil's natural parents were still together, 

distance travelled to school and any fee assistance received by the pupils. As 

already stated in chapter 3, location and family background have been found 

to be significant factors In school decision making by previous researchers. 

This influence could work in various ways in this project, such as income 

considerations, travel costs, tastes and preferences. With regard to fee 

assistance, where pupils indicated that they did not know if they received help, 

the schools were contacted for the necessary information.

The parental occupation data was classified according to the Standard 

Occupational Classification (Office of Population Censuses and Surveys, 
1995) and used as a proxy variable for income by matching it to gross average 
weekly earnings figures for the Standard Occupational Classifications taken 
from the New Earnings Survey (Office for National Statistics, 1996). Various 

occupational dummy variables were created using different income groupings 
and several permutations of these dummies were entered in the logit function. 

Experiments were also undertaken with occupational difference variables to 
see If changing financial circumstances within families Influenced the staying 

on decision.
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Given the burden of paying fees for two years if a pupil stays on at an 

independent school for the sixth form, a negative correlation was anticipated 

between the likelihood of the pupil staying and the level of family income. 

Therefore, pupils with parents in lower income occupations should be less 

likely to stay, as Indeed might those from larger families, where the presence 

of siblings puts additional financial demands on the family budget. A similar 

outcome was expected If the occupational status of the pupil's parents 

dropped after the pupil's school career had started. Conversely, an 
improvement in the family's income arising from an Improvement in occupation 

or the return to work of a parent would ease the burden of fees and make the 

pupil more likely to stay.

Fee assistance was entered into the logit function in various ways. It was 

treated as an separate variable, and also interacted with parental occupation 

because most help took the form of Assisted Places, with the level of 
assistance determined by parental means. A variable was also created for any 
change in fee assistance status on entry to the sixth form because It was 

possible for pupils both to gain and lose help. In School A, for example, 

academic scholarships awarded lower down the school were for a finite period 

only and may not be renewed, so a pupil could lose their assistance. However, 

others could gain new help, especially through the re-allocation of Assisted 

Places previously held by pupils who were quitting the school for the sixth 

form. A change in fee assistance would effectively alter the price of the pupil's 

education. Additional help granted on entry to the sixth form would reduce the 
price of independent schooling and, assuming that private education is a 

normal good, would generate positive income and substitution effects, thus 

raising demand and the chances of the pupil staying. Any loss of fee remission 

would be likely to have the opposite effect, raising the price of education and 

with It the probability of the pupil quitting.
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Dummy variables for the distance travelled to school by the pupil were 

Included among the explanatory variables because the costs involved in such 

travel might be quite substantial, especially In view of the large catchment 

areas of the two schools. The obvious financial costs of transportation would 
be known by parents when the initial decision was made to choose the school 

so were unlikely to be Influential, but pupils living a long way from their school 
would Incur significant time costs travelling to and from school. These could 

affect attachment in various ways. On the one hand, they might limit the pupil's 

participation in extra-curricular activities because they have buses or trains to 
catch after school or they may have to use their lunchtimes to keep up with 

homework. On the other, travelling together on the bus or train may promote 

the formation of school friendships, which enhance attachment. Depending on 
which of these Influences was the stronger, pupils living further away from 

school may be less or more likely to stay.

The third area covered by the questionnaire was the pupil's sixth form plans in 

terms of their Intention to stay or leave, their destination if they were leaving 

and their proposed courses of study. The data gathered here would reveal the 
extent of the drain of pupils and whether specific colleges were attracting most 

of the leavers. It would also show if the rather limited curriculum In terms of A 

Level subjects offered the schools was a key factor in the quit decision. Other 

things being equal, any pupil wishing to study a subject not available at their 
school was more likely to quH. To capture this effect, a dummy variable 

(INTTR/V) waw5 onssAed takfr^g the \AalLM) 1 K pwjptU cftose at kM&st oiie ireMAT or 
non-traditlonal A Level subject and 0 otherwise

Tlh^> kist section of c^jestkarw; kxauswseMd mahii/ oii fderwisti^oe arnt attRudkstk /ks
stated In chapter 2, friendships formed In school may well generate significant
(itLacdhrnerA*;, s(> cistalis vvere nsciulreMd <)ri thws pupITs s<:h()ol frIendIsfdpMS
3 A list Of subjects viewed as traditional subjects appears in the definitions of variables in 

Appendix C. Any subject not on this iist was viewed as 'new or non-traditional.
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relative to his/her total friendships and the sixth form intentions of school 

friends. The expectation was that the absence of friends would weaken school 
attachments, increasing the likelihood of the pupil's departure.

Akerlof (1997, pi 020) when discussing the importance of social interaction on 

economic decision making observed that 'the education sought by most people 

will be the education that meets the approval of friends and relatives'. The key 

Issue here is that the social dimension in many decisions generates significant 

externalities which need to be considered when choices are being analysed. 

Pupils may be conformist, looking to move closer to their friends in social 

space, or status seeking, looking to distance themselves from their friends. A 

pupil deciding to quit school for the sixth form will lose contact with friends 

incurring private costs for themselves and external costs for their friends. If this 
pupil has a strong wish to conform, he or she may choose to stay In view of 
these costs, so their social Interactions have helped shape their choice. 

Blatchford (1996) in a longitudinal study of the perspectives on school of pupils 

from over 30 Inner London Educational Authority schools found that by Year 

11, 41% of pupils stated that their friends were the thing that they liked best 

about school, indicating that school friendships were clearly valued by many 
pupils.

School uniform and rules are two aspects of school life that generate specific 

attachments, and on which most pupils are likely to have opinions. Their views 

were therefore sought on both Issues, the expectation being that those 

opposed to either would be less likely to form attachments and more disposed 

to quit for the sixth form.

Two final areas of interest viewed as possible influences over the decision to 

stay or leave school for the sixth form were the post sixth form plans of the
(tnd the (fegreHS ()f pwareiital ln\rolvemerA In dk^cfsloii rrwaldng. I^tipils wWi
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Higher Education aeplratlone may be aware that appllcatlone are usually made 
(k^lng tenn of the f^dh ^^m, iwhkh nm^me WwA ^avMe have
relatively little time to make an impression at college before a reference is 

written. By staying on at school they might feel that they could capitalise on 
any specific attachments more fully. Equally, any pupil who had established 
few attachments or 'negative' attachments, such as a bad reputation arising 

from a poor disciplinary record, would be more likely to quit to reduce the 
possibility of an adverse reference. The level of parental involvement In the 
sixth form choice was required to get an indication of the extent to which pupil 

attachments were allowed to exert their influence, and to see if there might be 

parental attachments at work.

The information gathered on GCSE grades was used as an indicator of the 
pupil's academic ability; a key determinant in sixth form choices In past 

research. Given the selective nature of the schools, there was a limited range 
for this variable so It was decided to Input the information based on the pupil's 

position within the sample. Pupils were allocated points on the basis of their 

GCSE grades and an average taken across the subjects studied by each 
individual pupiH. A set of dummy variables was then created based on the 

quartiles in the distribution of these average GCSE grade scores.

4 GCSE grades were converted into points on the basis of 10 points for A or A , 9 points for B, 
8 points for C, etc and then the average points score per subject calculated for each pupil 
across the total number of subjects taken by the pupil.
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Summary statistics

There was a 92.7% return rate on the questionnaire, with 243 replies from a 

potential sample of 262. School A performed better with just 1 non-reply out of 
135 pupils, while School B had 18 non-replies out of 127. The main reason for 
non-replies was absence on the day of the questionnaire. A small number of 

returns were incomplete or spoiled and had to be treated as non-replies. Not 
surprisingly, of the 19 non-repliers, 12 were leavers who were arguably less 

likely to co-operate with research of this nature at this time in their school 

careers.

Of the 243 replies received, 182 pupils expressed their Intention to stay on In 
their school's sixth form at the time of the questionnaire, with the remaining 61 

planning to leave. Relatively few changed their minds following their GCSE 

results. In fact, there were eventually 67 actual leavers (27.6% of the sample). 

At School A, 3 original leavers subsequently stayed on and 5 planning to stay 

actually left, while at School B, no pupil planning to leave had a change of 

heart, but 4 intending to stay changed their minds and left. Hence, there were 

12 pupils (4.9% of the sample) who changed their plans. A comparison of the 

schools reveals remarkably similar quit rates of 27.7% and 27.5% at School A 

and School B respectively, while the comparison for boys and girls shows a 

much higher quit rate for boys at 29.5% with girls at 15.1%. However, it should 

be pointed out that there were only 33 girls within the sample of 243 pupils.

Taking the total potential sample of 262 pupils, there were 79 leavers for the 
sixth form, a quit rate of 30.1%, which is significantly higher than the national 

average for HMC independent schools. It would seem that the threat of 
competition from sixth form colleges is a serious one for the Independent 
schools in this market.
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This view is reinforced when the destinations of the leavers are considered. 

Unfortunately, no details on destinations were available for those pupils who 

belatedly chose to leave, but Table 7 provides details of the choices of the 61 

planning to quit at the time of the questionnaire.

TABLE?
Destinations of Year 11 pupils planning to leave

School A and School B for the sixth form

Destination of leaver
Sixth form college 
Another school's sixth form 
Other/undecided

School A

28
3
4

School B
19
3
4

Total
47

6
8

It can be seen that 77% of leavers were destined for sixth form college. The 
table does not name the actual colleges chosen, but the vast majority of 

leavers (40 of 47) were heading for one of two institutions. Both of these were 

former grammar schools with long-standing academic reputations as schools 

and colleges.

Table 8 summarises the bulk of the data gathered from the questionnaire in 

the form of the mean values of the possible explanatory variables affecting 
sixth form quits at the two participating schools. Several differences are 

evident between the two schools with regard to the data. First, it should be 
noted that only School B has girl pupils among Its Year 11 cohort and that 
even here they represent just over 30% of the sample. As has already been 
suggested, a degree of caution will need to be exercised when considering the 
SEX variable given the rather limited size of this sample.

Regarding the family background variables, School A has slightly more parents 
with SOC1 occupations, the category with the highest gross average weekly 
earnings, and a smaller average family size, with a higher percentage of single 
child families. This suggests that perhaps Income constraints will be less of a
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TABLES

Summary statistics : variable means and definitions

Variable School A School B 
name mean mean

Variable
definition’'

STAY
SEX
FOCC
IVIOGC
YNGSIBS
OLDSIBS
ONLYCH
PARENT
DISTD1
DISTD2
FEEASS
VIFEEAS
SPORT
NIUSIC
ACTIVITY
OTHACT
PARATT
FRIENDS
SOHFRD
GCSE1
GCSE2
GOSE3
NTRA
UNIATT
SCHATT
Sample size

0.723 0.725 1 if stay at school for sixth form, 0 otherwise
0.000 0.303 1 if girl, 0 otherwise
0.716 0.780 1 if Father’s occupation not SOC1,0 otherwise
0.843 0.945 1 If Mother’s occupation not SOC1,0 otherwise
0.687 0.725 Number of younger siblings In family
0.739 0.752 Number of older siblings In family
0.105 0.064 1 if only child in family, 0 otherwise
0.799 0.789 1 if live with both natural parents, 0 otherwise
0.455 0.468 1 if travel 6-15 miles to school, 0 otherwise
0,209 0.128 1 if travel 16+ miles to school, 0 otherwise
0.313 0.266 1 If receive fee assistance, 0 otherwise
0.164 0.073 1 if get new VI Form fee assistance, 0 otherwise
0.515 0.578 1 if play sport for the school, 0 otherwise
0.097 0.257 1 if play music at the school, 0 otherwise
0.560 0.679 1 If involved in school club/activity, 0 otherwise
0.575 0.486 1 if would join sport,etc not offered, 0 otherwise
0.134 0.147 1 If parents had more say in choice, 0 otherwise
0.843 0.807 1 if majority of friends at school, 0 otherwise
0.739 0.771 1 if majority of school friends stay, 0 otherwise
0.328 0.156 1 if ave GCSE grade in last quartile, 0 otherwise
0.269 0.229 1 if ave GCSE grade in 3rd quartile, 0 otherwise
0.194 0.321 1 If ave GCSE grade In 2nd quartile, 0 otherwise
0.201 0.128 1 if taking at least 1 ’new’ A Level, 0 otherwise
1.948 1.963 Attitude to school uniform^
1.440 1.349 Attitude to school rules^
134 109

Notes
1. Full definitions of the variables are given in Appendix C.
2. Attitude to uniform is measured on a positivity scale of 1 (against) to 3 (for).
3. Attitude to school is measured on a positivity scale of 1 (against) to 3 (for).
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factor with respect to its quit rate. School A also provides fee assistance to a 

greater proportion of its pupils, especially on entry to Its sixth form. This again 

should tend to reduce the financial constraints on the quit decision.

Catchment areas differ between the schools In that School B draws a higher 

share of its pupil population from the immediate vicinity (under 6 miles), while 

School A attracts more pupils from the 16+ mile radius. Given the costs In 
terms of time and transport that a wider catchment area carries, one would 

expect this to have an adverse effect on the quit rate from School A.

In the field of extra-curricular activities, there is a similar pattern In both 
schools, with MUSIC attracting far fewer participants than either SPORT or 
ACTIVITY. Of these latter areas, there is a slightly smaller percentage of pupils 

involved in SPORT, but this is probably only to be expected given the 
multifarious nature of clubs, societies and other activities offered by the 

schools in comparison to a relatively limited range of sports as shown In Table 

6. The figures also show that School B is able to attract a higher proportion of 
its pupils to get Involved across all three areas, its superiority being particularly 

marked in MUSIC, which could be the result of its co educational in-take.

Table 9 provides the summary data for the replies to the supplementary 

questions asked only of those participating in the various activities, again 

providing the mean values for the separate schools. On the whole. School B Is 
able to extract a higher level of involvement from its pupils within the three 

activity fields, but again there is a notable pattern. Fewer pupils may be 
Involved In MUSIC, but their level of Involvement is greater In both schools 

than for the other two areas. This is perhaps because musical skills are more 

readily transferrable than the skills required for other extra-curricular activities. 

A pianist can play in an orchestra, jazz band or pop group, whereas it does not 
necessarily follow that a good rugby player is a good footballer. It is also
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TABLES

Sports Questions

Summary statistics: variable means and definitions for supplementary
questions

Variable School A School B
name mean mean

ASPORT 0 966 1.154
BSPORT 0.592 0.555
SPINV 0.623 0.460

Sample size 69 63

Music Questions

Variable School A School B
name mean mean

AMUSIC 1.286 2143
BMUSK) 0.071 0.036
MUSINV 0.429 0.643

Sample size 14 28

Variable
definition^

Number of major school sports played 
Number of minor school sports played 
1 if sport played found very enjoyable, 0 
otherwise

Variable
definition^

Number of major school music activities 
Number of minor school music activities 
1 if musical activity found very enjoyable, 
0 otherwise

Activity Questions

Variable School A School B Variable
name mean mean definition^

ACTA 1.053 T405 Number of major school clubs/activities
ACTB 0253 0297 Number of minor school clubs/activites
ACTINV 0.400 0392 1 if clubs/activites found very enjoyable, 

0 otherwise
Sample size 75 74

Note
1 Full definitions of the variables are given in Appendix C
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evident that the pupils involved in music do so in a 'major' way, attending over 
half the rehearsals and performances associated with the activity. There is 

very little 'minor' musical activity at both schools, which is again a largely 

predictable result. The high level of practice necessary to learn an instrument 

is such that those involved In musical activities are likely to be committed to 

the cause. Given the very small number of minor musical activities recorded, a 

combined variable (ABMUSIC) was entered In the logit estimations.

ACTIVITY takes second place behind MUSIC, with the emphasis once again 

on 'major* activities (ACTA) and a relatively low take up for 'minor* activities 

(ACTS), This is probably to be expected because with several of the activities 

involved, the Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme and Combined Cadet Force 

for example, pupils joining will need to show a high level of commitment and 
attendance to complete the requirements of the scheme, so they will have to 
be treated as 'majoi* activities. With clubs and societies, there is scope for 
more occasional attendance by pupils, which probably explains the higher 

reading for ACTS than for BMUSiC.

SPORT comes third in terms of the number of sports played per participant. 

However, there Is a much higher reading for BSPORT, which indicates a much 
higher level of involvement on a 'minor* basis than in other activities. A 

possible explanation for this is that once fixtures are arranged, schools will 

make every effort to honour them, so in the event of injury to or loss of regular 

team members for some other reason, the reserves will be pressed into action. 

Pupils may have relatively little choice in this matter and this compulsion 

makes it more likely that 'minor* sporting involvement will take place. The same 

would also apply if the school had a programme of B team fixtures in some or 
all of its sports.

In terms of the enjoyment derived from the activities undertaken by pupils, very
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few respondents said that they found activities unenjoyabie, so the initial three 

category variable was replaced by a simple set of dummy variables drawing 

the distinction between those who found their activities very enjoyable and the 

rest. The results reported are for these dummies. School B retains its 

superiority in the MUSIC field, with pupils deriving a higher level of enjoyment 

from their involvement, but in SPORT, School A pupils register higher levels of 
enjoyment from the sport they play. The figures for ACTIVITY are virtually the 

same for both schools. These differences in enjoyment levels could be 

explained by many factors. The attitude and teaching/coaching methods of 

staff, the success achieved by pupils in the activity, the level of compulsion 

brought to bear on pupils and the other pupils on the activity are all possible 

determinants.

A higher proportion of pupils in School A showed a willingness to get involved 

in extra-curricular activities that were not currently offered by their school. 

Appendix D provides details of the activities that the respondents wished to 

have available to them. Additional sports, especially soccer, attracted the most 

support, suggesting that for this sample school-specific attachments are more 

likely to be formed through involvement In sport. Clearly, if quit rates can be 

reduced by school-specific attachments built up through participation in such 

activities, schools may wish to consider broadening the range of activities that 

they offer in the light of this information. However, schools contemplating an 
expansion of activities need to be careful because Appendix D illustrates that 

many of the additional activities suggested by pupils attracted insufficient 

support to be viable. Equally, the introduction of new activities could prove 

detrimental to others already on offer, leaving no net improvement to the 
provision.

Academically, the pupils In School B performed better at GCSE within the

6w»m|3le, (iMAioijgh loc^tli jgcliools iacftk)\M)(l highly resp€N:taj)le iaxAsra^ge (a()SI:
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scores. School A scored 9.34 points per subject per pupil while School B 

gained 9.71 points per subject per pupil. Given these results it is no surprise 

that 98.9% of pupils sampled intended to pursue sixth form courses that were 

either exclusively A Level or predominantly A Level. In accordance with its 

k^edor CK)SE Scho^ A had a h^iher ixopomon pupikt
including at least one 'new*/non-tradKlona! A Level in their selection of 
subjects. Beyond the sixth form, 94.2% of those sampled expressed their 

intention to enter university, another result consistent with the GCSE 

performance and A Level aspirations of the pupils.

There was relatively little to choose between the schools in terms of the 

friendships and attitudes of their pupils. Parents were marginally more 

influential In decision making in School B, and its pupils were slightly more In 
favour of school uniform. School A's pupils however, were a little more positive 
in their attitudes towards their school's rules and regulations.

Having gathered the data, a series of logit models were estimated using the 

LIMDEP program.
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CHAPTER 5-RESULTS

The results of four versions of the logit model are presented In Tables 10 and 
12. Each table reports the maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters of 
the logit function, their asymptotic t values and a set of diagnostic statistics. 

Table 10 concentrates on the explanatory variables of the basic model, 
excluding those variables Intended to capture pupil attitudes and enjoyment 

levels. These 'subjective' variables are subsequently added, with the results 

given In Table 12.

In the initial model. Table 10(a), the dummy variables take the value 0 for a 

male pupil, who has at least one brother or sister and whose father holds an 

SOC1 occupation. The pupil attends School A, is In the top quartlle of the 
sample's ability distribution and lives within 6 miles of the school, which is not 

attended by the majority of his friends. The majority of his school friends Intend 
to quit the school for the sixth form. Any positive coefficients in the model 
indicate a positive relationship between the variable and the probability that the 
pupil stays on for the sixth form, while negative coefficients are an indication 

that the characteristics concerned raise the probability that the pupil will quit.

The coefficients in Table 10(a) generally carry the expected signs, but 

relatively few emerge with strong statistical significance. However, the 

variables Intended to capture the effect of any school-specific attachments built 

up by the pupils generally perform well, with several registering significance at 
a 95% confidence level. Participation in sport in both a major and minor way 

significantly raises the probability that the pupil stays on. Musical activities also 
raise the likelihood of the pupil staying on, but the coefficient is smaller and 

fails to achieve significance above a 50% confidence level. This could be 

because there is something Inherent in musical activities that means that 
pupils do not form strong school-specific attachments. They may be more 

individually based, building up skills without developing the same sense of
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TABLE 10

Maximum likelihood estimates of parameters of logit function:
basic model variables only

(a) (b)
Variable Parameter t ratio Parameter t ratio

CONST -1.0463 -1.350 -0.7112 -0.869
SCH -0.2537 -0.656 4)3151 -0.762
SEX -0.5331 -0.736 -0.2103 -0.280
ONLYCH 0.3738 (1607 0.4039 0.594
FOCC -0.0938 -0.235 -0.4091 -0.928
FOCDIF 0.6702 0.453 0.1314 0.094
FEEASDIF -1.0679 4).915 -0.3923 41375
DISTD1 -0.4053 -1.034 -0.0975 -0.232
DISTD2 0J782 0.346 0.1276 0.239
ASPORT 0.5355 2^43 0.4542 1.770
BSPORT 0.7485 2.048 0.7955 2J^^
ABMUSIC 0.2604 1.057 0.2185 0.911
ACTA 0 7679 2.840 0.6970 2.474
ACTB -0.1461 -0.389 411959 -0.501
FRIENDS 0.5150 T159 0.6145 1.318
SCHFRD 1.7593 4.606 1^M95 4.006
GCSE1 -0.6716 -1.303 0.0376 0.065
GCSE2 -0.2351 -0.454 -0.0604 41112
GCSE3 -0.0033 -0.006 0.0139 0.026
NTRA -20912 -3.901

Log Likelihood -108.8139 -100.5430
Chi Squared 68.5608 85.1026
DF 18 19
Pseudo R2 0.240 0.297
Sample Size 243 243

Notes
1. t ratio figures test the hypothesis the individual coefficients are zero.

Test statistic = parameter value/standard error of variable
2. Chi squared figure tests the hypothesis that all the slope coefficients are jointly zero.

Test statistic = 2(model log liteiihood - log likelihood with optimal constant only)
3. Pseudo R2 uses McFadden R2 which is the associated likelihood ratio index 1 - (model log 

likelihood/log likelihood with optimal constant only)
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belonging acquired through participation in team activities. On the other hand, 
this result could merely be showing that these schools provide their musical 

activities in ways that do not promote the formation of school attachment. Pupil 

involvement In clubs and activities, such as the Duke of Edinburgh Award 

Scheme, In a major way produces the largest coefficient among the extra

curricular activities and the highest significance level. At this point, it should be 
noted that for each of these variables, the coefficient represents the Increased 

likelihood of the pupil staying on per activity, so pupils with multiple 

involvements either in one area or across all three will be much more likely to 
stay.

The coefficient on the minor activity variable does not carry the expected sign 
and suggests that pupils participating here are more likely to quit the school. A 

possible explanation for this is that the quality of clubs and societies varies 

within the schools. Pupils with a keen interest In a particular activity may be 

frustrated if the associated club is poorly run so they only attend on a minor 
basis and ultimately are Inclined to quit because their interests are not being 

well served by their school: attachments In this case have a negative impact. 

However, the coefficient on the variable is small and statistically insignificant.

In contrast to the negative impact of minor activity, pupil participation In minor 

sport seems to generate strong positive attachments to the school. Several 

possible reasons could explain this result for minor sport. The pupils 

concerned may not be good enough to be selected for teams outside school 
so this is their best chance for competitive sport. On the other hand they might 

be aware that some of their more talented contemporaries may quit for the 
sixth form so they are biding their time in the hope of gaining more regular 

selection In the future. They may also have realised that during their school 
(xireNsrs, the com;)osHfon of teams liaus cfiangw)d as laktyers fwaxne rnatursKf aund 
knp#ovt»d (NffeierA nates aiid thway rrway kMaHeve ttwat tlie]/ (coijkf ye^ get
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recognition. Finally, the element of compulsion and the high degree of

organisation In practices and fixtures that accompanies sport may promote the 
formation of strong attachment on behalf of pupils, even if their involvement Is 
only on a minor basis.

The coefficients on both the friendship variables carry the expected signs, and 

in the case of the actions of school friends the parameter is very well defined. 
This would suggest that social interaction associated with friendship groups Is 
a powerful Influence on pupil decision making. If their friends are staying on 
there appears to be a wish to conform with this behaviour, generating 

something of a multiplier effect. Some Important issues follow In terms of 
whether certain dominant Individuals set the agenda for friendship groups 

because their decisions regarding the sixth form could affect the choices of 
others. Schools may wish to target these individuals to persuade them to stay 
on as they could keep others at the school with them. The composition and 
dynamics of friendship groups lies beyond the scope of this project and would 

require further Investigation, but they clearly could have Important Implications 

for the size of the sixth form populations in the schools.

Many permutations of the control variables were tried In the function, and as 
with the reported versions, most carried the expected signs, but were 

disappointing in terms of statistical significance. With regard to the family 

background variables. Income considerations do not appear to Influence the 
decision to stay or quit. Pupils with brothers and sisters were more likely to 
quit, as were those with fathers In occupations other than SOC1, and thus 

receiving gross average weekly earnings below the highest level associated 

with SOC1 occupations. The lack of significance on either variable could 

reflect the fact that when opting for an independent secondary school parents 

include the possibility of having to pay sixth form fees in their budgeting. In 

fact, given that such sdiools often sell themselves on their success at A Level
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it is highly likely that parents and pupils will be expecting to stay on for the 

sixth form at the outset. On this basis, the main circumstance that may cause a 

change of plans could be a change of occupation. However, when included as 

an explanatory variable, this too failed to generate a significant parameter, 

although there were relatively few in the sample whose occupational status 

altered.

No figures are reported for the mother's occupation variable because when 

included it produced parameters that were persistently insignificant and usually 

had a counter-intuitive sign. Pupils were more likely to stay If their mother held 

a lower paid occupation. This unexpected finding could be the result of the 
rather crude proxy variable that was used to capture the income effect, the 

implicit assumption being that both parents worked full time. In the case of 

mothers this may not be the case, and a variable distinguishing between full 
and part time employment may have performed better. However, as 

Information was not gathered on this aspect of parental employment in the 

questionnaire, no such variable could be constructed.

The change In the pupil's fee assistance status emerged as one of the more 

potent control variables, but still failed to achieve meaningful statistical 

significance. Pupils who gained additional fee remission for the sixth form were 

more likely to stay on because the price of their education had fallen. Equally, 

those losing fee help were more likely to quit because they effectively faced a 

price increase on their schooling. The coefficient on the variable Interacting 

father's occupation with changing pupil fee assistance does not have the 

exjXMaed s^)n as pupHs v^^fathem In kwver ^K«fne occupatkma %vho an) 
granted fee assistance for the sixth form have a higher probability of quitting, 

ktowny/en the parameter Is krs^ptMcafA arKi Ixycomes so as the
model becomes more complex.
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The variables for the location of a pupil's household relative to their school 

produce mixed results. For pupils travelling from the middle distance of 6-15 
miles, there Is a negative coefficient, indicating that they are more likely to quit 

than those living within 6 miles of their school. For pupils living 16 miles or over 

away from school, a somewhat counter-intuitive result emerges with a positive 
coefHderA shovdng Uiatthe pt^^^ vWx) travel furif^wA, (wxf l^snce have Ux) 
highest transport costs, both financially and in terms of time, are more likely to 
stay than those living within 6 miles of their school. A possible explanation for 
this is that school dominates the lives of these pupils to such an extent, in 

terms of travel, lessons, homework and extra-curricular activities that they form 
stronger attachments than for pupils living closer. However, it could be that 

these pupils have the greatest commitment to their school from the outset, 
which motivates them to commute from such distances. If this is the case, then 
their motivation will arguably promote stronger attachment to their school. 
Time spent travelling may also encourage stronger attachment to school 
through the development of friendships between pupils sharing buses or trains. 
However, the t ratio on each coefficient is such that N is impossible to reject the 
null hypothesis of a zero parameter for both variables.

inhe ()U|)« abllHy \/aniabl«,s ;>erf(Hnm gis €n(pHBcA<BdtmrithTAM9gUkx)r pttpills rrhore Hk%)hr 
to quit, but the parameters are small and only that on the weakest group 

approaches significance. Rather surprisingly, it appears that academic ability 

plays little part In the quit decision. However, the Introduction Into the model of 
a variable for A Level subject choice produces a notable result In this respect, 
as demonstrated by Table 10(b). A very well determined coefficient Is 
igeneraited ()n the varlatWe iDiqplk; vvltc) lakari to teUke fit least oiie rion- 
traditlonal A Level subject having a significantly lower probability of staying on. 
Unfortunately, the parameters on the pupil ability variables, though not Initially 
significant In 10(a), collapse and offer negligible explanatory power. This 
suggests that there is a potential identification problem within the model.
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The decision to stay or quit appears to be a function of the pupil's desire to 

study at least one non-traditional A Level subject. This is as expected, given 

the rather limited choice of subjects that schools can offer compared to sixth 

form colleges. It could also be the case that the choice of at least one non- 

traditional A Level subject is a function of the pupil's decision to stay or leave 

school, with pupils who leave more likely to opt for such subjects because of 
their wider availability in colleges. Hence, there Is an element of simultaneity 

here.

This suspicion is confirmed by Table 11, which reports the results of a logit 

regression of pupil choice of non-traditional A Levels on pupil GCSE 

performance and father's occupation. Micklewright (1989), Mare (1980) and 

Robertson (1993) all found that the educational backgrounds of parents 

exerted significant influence over the decision by pupils to continue In post- 

compulsory education. With this in mind, it may well be the case that the 

subjects chosen by pupils are also shaped by parental experience. Pupils with 

parents in the higher paid managerial and professional occupations, may be 

more likely to select traditional A Level subjects because their parents will 
probably have studied such disciplines to gain entry into these occupations. 

The variable for father's occupation is FOCC, which takes the value 1 If the 
pupil's father holds an occupation that is not SOC1 and 0 otherwise. Hence, 

the reference pupil for this regression, taking 0 values for the dummy 

variables, is In the top quartile of the sample's ability distribution based on 

GCSE performance, and has a father with an 8001 occupation (managers 

and administrators).
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TABLE11
Maximum likelihood estimates of parameters of iogit function

of pupil choice of non-tradltionai A Levels

Variable Parameter t ratio

CONST -2.6695 -3.557
GCSE1 3.1715 4^00
GCSE2 1.7255 2120
GOSE3 0.5093 0.543
FOCC -1.1300 -2.776

Log Likelihood -84.3117
Chi Squared 51.9513
DF 4
Pseudo R2 0.236
Sample Size 243

The coefficients on the variables for pupil GCSE score all have the expected 
signs and reveal a strong correlation between pupil ability and the probability 

that a pupil will choose to study at least one non-traditional A Level. For the 

lower two ability quartiles, GCSE1 and GCSE2, the parameters are highly 

significant, clearly indicating that weaker pupils are more likely to opt for such 

courses. This could be because these subjects are perceived to be less 

demanding academically, or they offer forms of assessment, such as a high 

proportion of coursework, that appeal to weaker pupils. It may also be the case 

that having struggled for years with a traditional diet of subjects, these pupils 

are more prepared to risk an exploration in pastures new. On the basis of 

these results, it seems that the effect of academic ability in the main model Is 
largely being captured by the pupil's wish to pursue non-traditlonal A Levels.

The variable for father's occupation also produces a significant parameter, but 
It carries an unexpected sign, which shows that pupils whose fathers work In
less well paid occupations (not SOC1) are less likely to select these non-
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traditional courses, while pupils with fathers from the highest paid occupations 

eins rn<>re cfioose them. Tills Is contrary to th(S eocpHscAfxtkan thkat lOhens Is
a higher probability that traditional subjects will be chosen by pupils whose 

parents hold the highest paid occupations because these are the subjects that 

paved the way for their parents' entry to these occupations. A possible 

explanation for this result is that the non-traditional A Level variable is 

reflecting the demand for greater variety in subjects for the sixth form. Parents 

in the highest occupational group may be better informed about the range of 

subjects on offer, and as such give their children better Information about their 

options, making it more likely that they will select something 'new'. Equally they 

may suspect that the newer subjects are not of comparable difficulty to the 

traditional and advise their children to opt for greater choice to enhance their 

prospects of success on their courses. Whatever the reason, it seems that 

while occupational considerations do not Influence the quit decision directly, 

they appear to exert an indirect effect through the desire for greater choice at 

A Level. Nevertheless, on the whole any impact is marginal.

Aside from the identification issue raised by the addition of the A Level subject

cfiolcx) varlaiyk), this sUfenatkari lk) thwB m()(k)l sMghtfy reMdKices thw) ()f tfie
major sport, major activity and school friends variables. Unfortunately, major 

sport drops to a 90% significance level, but on the whole the results confirm 

the importance of school-specific attachments. Conversely, the minor sport 

variable becomes stronger, supporting the notion established earlier that pupils

p^utlcjpwatlrTg In ri s|poit <)c<3as^kMnw%My sewsm t<) btrlki iqp (Arong attSBCfunerrts to 

their school. Once again, the control variables fail to record statistically

sIgnMIcant results, although their signs are consistent with the first model.

()n thw) bwasis (^threswe results fnsrn thw) retgrefkskorrs ushigtfie IxMAc^rrHxk&Ittrere 
Is subsAgintlal (*up)p<)d ffor ttwa riotlori thuit all (Alier tfiliigs kKBing eqital, ptipH 
Involvement In extra-curricular activities forms school-spedfic attachments that
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increase the probability of the pupil staying on at the same school for the sixth 

form. Even stronger school-specific attachments arise from the pupil's 

friendship groups within the school, with the chances of a pupil staying on for 

the sixth form being greatly enhanced if the majority of the pupil's friends at the 

school are staying.

Table 12 records the findings of two additional versions of the model that 
include the more 'subjective' variables on pupil attitudes to school and their 
enjoyment of any extra-curricular activities in which they participate. Table 

12(a) introduces variables to capture pupil attitudes on school uniform and 
discipline in terms of rules and regulations. Both carry the expected sign, 

indicating that pupils favouring uniform and the ways of their school are more 

likely to stay than those who are indifferent about such matters, and those 

expressing Indifference are more likely to stay than those opposed to these 

aspects of school life. Clearly, pupils in tune with the ethos of their school 

appear to build up attachments that make them happy to stay. Attachments 

sucti aws thwa (>ornf()ri (if kficMwing the (y/steni ()oi^kl gerMarate a nsturri for thw) 
pupils in the sixth form because they may be given prefect responsibilities to 
discharge; an experience that may well impress prospective employers In the 
future. Quitting will break these attachments and incur costs for the pupil of 
having to learn the routines of a new Institution. Pupil views on uniform, a 

traditional bone of contention, generate a highly significant parameter, but the 

coefficient on the school rules variable can only be accepted at an 80% level of 
confidence.

"Thie tt^rd \/aurisUble ad(d€Hd (X)rw3eni8 tlie IrKjtvtdijal perceptlori of whuathwar
their parents had more say than them In the quit decision, its positive

cx)€fffc4ent hicH(aat€M» theitif parerits the gpnaerksr s^r/ thw) pupfl kt nioHM) llkosh/ 
to star/, eiugges11rM3 ttrat iDfuerAs iia)/e a dewgree of fttkacfirnerA Ik) tiielr (Child's
school. For example, they may feel more comfortable dealing with teachers
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TABLE 12

Maximum likelihood estimates of parameters of logit function:
basic model with subjective variables

(a) (b)
Variable Parameter t ratio Parameter t ratio

CONST 43.0351 -2.659 -2.8448 -2.439
SCH -0.3408 -0.794 -0.2848 41656
SEX 0.0362 0.047 411570 41195
ONLYCH 0.2209 0.302 0.3296 0.446
FOCO -0.2318 -0.499 4)3117 4)660
FOCDIF 0.3055 0.206 -0.0098 -0.007
FEEASDIF -0.5697 -0.523 -0.3295 -0.304
DISTD1 -0.0092 -0.021 411030 -0.227
DISTD2 0.2156 0.396 0.1386 0.250
ASPORT 0.3354 1.271 0.5274 1.546
BSPORT 0.8223 2.071 0.9866 2.313
ABMUSIC 0^736 0.722 0^698 0.477
ACTA 0.5751 2.027 0.3648 1.163
ACTB -0.2738 -0.660 4).3338 -0.811
FRIENDS 0.5046 1.035 0.6350 1.253
SCHFRD 1.6458 3.886 1.6898 3 932
GCSE1 0.4203 0.672 0.2958 0.467
GCSE2 0.0551 0.097 0.0021 0.004
GGSE3 0.1393 0.255 0.0594 0.105
NTRA -2.1575 -3.831 -2.0823 -3.666
UNIATT 0.6854 2.260 0.6474 2.098
SCHATT 0.6346 1.502 0.5664 1.306
PARATT 0.5215 0.849 0.3985 0.636
SPINV -0.5789 -1.023
MUSINV 0.0273 0.024
ACTINV 0.9499 1.542

Log Likelihood -95.52398 -93.82348
Chi Squared 95.14072 98.54173
DF 22 25
Pseudo R2 0332 0.344
Sample Size 243 243

Notes
1. t ratio figures test the hypothesis the individual coefficients are zero.

Test statistic = parameter value/standard error of variabie
2. Chi squared figure tests the hypothesis that ali the slope coefficients are jointly zero.

Test statistic = 2(model log likelihood - log likelihood with optimal constant only)
3. Pseudo R2 uses McFadden R2 which is the associated likelihood ratio index 1 - (model log 

likelihood/log likelihood with optimal constant only)
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that they already know and a pastoral system with which they are familiar. 

However, any influence exerted by this variable is likely to be minimal because 

its parameter is statistically insignificant.

Once again the addition of these extra explanatory variables reduces the 

impact of some of the the school-specific attachments previously identified, in 

particular the effect of major sport participation, which slips to an 80% 

confidence level. The coefficients on both minor sport and major activity also 

lose some of their explanatory power, although they remain significant. On 

balance, however, the inclusion of the pupil attitude variables seems to 
strengthen the case that pupils acquire school-specific attachments that make 

them less likely to quit their school for the sixth form.

Thus far pupil involvement in extra-curricular activities has been characterised 

by participation alone rather than by the pupil's subjective assessment of the 
enjoyment derived from participation. Table 12(b) develops the model one step 

further testing the extent to which pupil enjoyment of their activities builds up 

attachments. None of the variables generates a significant parameter, 

although two suggest that they could possibly be influential. The coefficient for 

sporting enjoyment carries an unexpected negative sign, which implies that the 

pupils who enjoy their sport the most are more likely to quit. Hence, there is a 

somewhat conflicting picture whereby participation in school sport builds up 
quite strong attachments for the pupil, but enjoyment of the sport has the 
opposite effect. A possible explanation for this outcome Is that those enjoying 

their sport the most are likely be the most enthusiastic players who will 

probably be the more talented, and as such, more likely play sport out of 

school. This alternative to the school sport could be of a better standard, so 

(lespiteflrKdlr^g thne schio()l spNort very enjcr/abie, H: does rwot arMract thwsrrilo star/. 
In fact, the better players will be more confident of gaining selection elsewhere 
s<) auns hi(dirH9(j Ik) ataiy. /(nothwar pwoswsibteiaxiipianaAloii Is ttwat en^syiTient
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variable reflects academic ability to a certain extent, with those who find sport 
most enjoyable being among the less able pupils. If this Is the case, the 

greater likelihood of their departure arises because they may not feel that they
can cope with the academic demands of the school sixth form.

The \Aadable reading to pupH ei^pyment of pahlcl|xdion h(&s the
expected sign, suggesting that those pupils deriving a great deal of pleasure 

from their involvement in activities are more likely to stay. Unfortunately, the 

parameter is not significant, and its introduction has the effect of reducing the 
value of the parameter on activity involvement, taking it below an 80% 

confidence level. Given that neither variable achieves independent 
significance, a test of their combined significance was undertaken, the results 

of which are given In Table 13. The null hypothesis that the sum of the two 
parameters equals zero is rejected with 95% confidence, which implies that 

pupils involved In school activities are only likely to form significant 

attachments to their school if they find the activities very enjoyable.

These findings suggest that the schools should consider the quality of the 
activities they provide and the extent to which they meet the needs of their 

pupils because merely providing activities is not sufficient for attachment to 

occur. The same Is not necessarily true of sport, where participation alone 

seems to be sufficient, and providing something that the pupils find very 

enjoyable is counter productive because the pupils are more likely to leave.

Aside from the effects already discussed, the introduction of the enjoyment 
variables causes few notable changes to the model, both in terms of the
attachment and control variables. The sports variables Increase their 
explanatory powers, and, although not reported, a combined variable for the 

total number of sports played by the pupil (ABSPORT) produces a positive and 

highly significant coefficient.
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TABLE 13

Maximum likelihood estimates of parameters of logit functions 
testing the combined significance of activity involvement and enjoyment

(Unrestricted Model) (Restricted Model)
Variable Parameter t ratio Parameter t ratio

CONST -2.8512 -2.462 -29497 -2.578
SOH -0.3082 -0.711 -0.4150 -0.974
SEX 0.0500 0.063 0.3255 0.443
ONLYCH 0.3171 0.430 0/M90 0.203
FOCC -0.3313 -0.701 -0.2058 -0.442
FOCDIF 0.4078 0.286 0.2977 0.202
FEEASDIF -0.2576 -0.243 -0.3185 -0.291
DISTD1 -0.0627 -0.140 -0.0053 -0.012
DISTD2 0^366 0.246 0J101 0.202
ASPORT 0.5226 1.536 0.5052 1.488
BSPORT 1.0311 2432 0.9484 2.230
ABMUSIC 0.1687 0.478 0^988 0.530
ACTAB 0.1177 0.477
ACTDIF 0.2642 0.886
FRIENDS 0.6735 1.329 0.5946 1.210
SCHFRD 1.7307 4.046 1.7035 4.047
GCSE1 0.2280 0.361 0.3600 0.574
GCSE2 40.0230 -0.040 0.0369 0.065
GCSE3 0.0651 0^15 0.0874 0.159
NTRA -2.0837 -3.676 -2.2537 -4.037
UNIATT 0.6651 2^79 0.7527 2.502
SCHATT 0.5553 1.275 0.5981 1.404
PARATT 0.2465 0.409 0.4998 0.839
SPINY 40.5172 -0.925 414123 -0.737
MUSINV 411091 -0.098 -0.2092 -0.189
ACTINV 1.1121 1.852

Log Likelihood -94.68370 -97.18004
Chi Squared 96.82129 91.82861
DF 24 23
Pseudo R2 0.338 0.321
Sample Size 243 243

Notes
1. ACTAB - ACTA + ACTS and ACTDIF - ACTAB - ACTINV
2. The null hypothesis being tested Is : Bi+Bg = 0 where B^ is the parameter on ACTAB

and 82 is the parameter on ACTINV
3. Test statistic = 2( 94.68370+97.18004) = 4.99268 ~ with 1 degree Of freedom.
The null hypothesis is rejected at a 95% level of confidence
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On the basis of the parameter estimates in Table 12(b), the impact of potential 

sources of school-specific attachments on the probability that a pupil stays on 

at school for the sixth form can be assessed. The reference pupil for this 

assessment Is a boy from a family with at least one brother or sister, and a 

father whose occupation is 8001. He attends School A, has no change In his 

fee assistance status for entry to the sixth form and lives within 6 miles of the 

school. He Is In the top quartile of the ability range, but is not Involved In any 
sport, music or other school activities. The majority of his friends are out of 

school, and most of his school friends are not staying on for the sixth form. He 

had at least as much say as his parents in his sixth form choice and intends to 

study only traditional A Level subjects. With regard to school uniform and 

school rules he has no strong views either way. The estimated probability that 

he stays at school for the sixth form is 0.397. The effects on this estimated 

probability of varying the pupil's characteristics are shown In Table 14.

A variety of pupil types is represented in the columns of the table, each 

involved in different levels and combinations of extra-curricular activities. The 

reference pupil has no involvement and Is therefore least likely to build up 

school attachments. The remaining four types take the characteristics of the 

reference pupil in every respect other than activity involvement. The pupils 

represented are a sports player Involved In two major sports and one minor, a 

musician involved in three school musical activities, an activity pupil 

participating in two major clubs or activities and an all rounder involved In one 

major sport, one musical activity and one major club or activity. Reading 

across the top row of the table it is evident that all else being equal 

involvement In extra-curricular activities has a marked impact on the probability 

of staying, especially In sport. The probability of the sporting pupil staying on 

for the sbdh form Is 0.835, over twice that of the reference pupil. Involvement In 
music has the least impact, but still raises the probability that the pupil stays to 

0.523. N Is c^eady the <aase that pafUcl|xdjon hi extRKiirfkiilar acdvAhss
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reduces the likelihood of pupil turnover.

For each of the pupil types the effect on the predicted probability of staying of 

different combinations of other key explanatory variables is given by the 

columns In Table 14. It is evident that for all pupil types, a favourable attitude 

towards school, both in terms of uniform and rules, markedly raises the 

probability that the pupil will stay. Conversely, a negative set of attitudes will 

significantly reduce the chances of a pupil staying, even if the pupil has a high 

level of extra-curricular involvement. For example, the probability of the 'all 

rounder* pupil staying increases from 0.656 to 0.865 if the pupil favours the 

school's uniform and rules, but drops to only 0.362 if the pupil is against these 

aspects of school life.

Equally, having a majority of friends at school, most of whom intend to stay on 

will dramatically reduce the chances of the pupil's departure, even for a pupil 

with no extra-curricular involvement. The chances of the reference pupil 

staying rises from 0.397 to 0.871 if most of the pupil's friends are at the school, 

isrKdl the irAerKj to sta^/. "Thie ctiaii()es ()f thwo niiislcsil

staying on if favourable friendship Influences are at work leap from 0.523 to 

0.918. The overriding conclusion that can be drawn from this is that friendships 

clearly matter a great deal as a school-specific attachment, and can go a long 

way to offsetting some of the negative Influences on pupil decision making. For 

instance, the chances of the 'activity pupil' staying on, despite being anti- 

school with regard to uniform and rules, rises from 0.288 to 0.806 if the pupil's 

friendship variables reveal a majority of the pupil's friends at the school, most 

of whom Intend to stay on.

The level of enjoyment derived from extra-curricular Involvement only really

generates a notable impact on the probability of staying for the 'activity pupil' 

and the 'all rounder* when the enjoyment variable Is added to the standard
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characteristics. For the former, the probability rises from 0.578 to 0.780, while 

for the latter it rises from 0.656 to 0.775.

The wish to study at least one non-traditional A Level subject substantially 

reduces the probability of the pupil staying across all pupil types, although its 

effects can be counteracted with positive pupil attitudes towards the school 

and favourable friendship variables. For example, the 'sporting pupil' will 

experience a sharp fall in the probability of staying from 0.835 to 0.387 if at 

least one non-traditional A Level is selected and the standard characteristics 

apply, but if the pupil favours the school's uniform and rules, and has the 

majority of his/her friends at the school, most of whom are staying, then the 

effect of choosing at least one non-traditional A Level is to reduce the chance 

of staying from 0.995 to just 0.956.

From the data in Table 14, the pupil most likely to quit is not involved In any 

school activities outside the classroom, has an anti-school outlook, relatively 

few school friends, most of whom Intend to quit, and a desire to pursue at least 

one non-traditional A Level. For such a pupil there is a minimal chance of 

0.076 that the pupil stays. Conversely, the pupil most likely to stay with a 0.995 

probability plays two major sports and one minor, has most of their friends at 

the school, the majority of whom intend to stay on, plans to study only 

traditional A Level subjects and has positive attitudes towards the school.

To date nothing has been said about the dummy variables included in the 

model to capture the effect of the school attended by the pupil and the pupil's

K Is evWent fmrn Tables 10 and 12 tl%d tte school variabk 

consistently carries a negative parameter, indicating that a pupil has a slightly 

lilglter (dhiance (ri quHtln^; from (>c*iool E). kicMAAeiAer, thw) iparanie^ter lias IMtk) 

eocptanatory pwower <ar»d ts statlstIcaMy InsIgnMIcsunt, vvlikch Inipilles Uied thwe 

school attended by the pupil makes no noticeable difference In the decision to
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stay or quit. To explore M there are differences between the schools a little 

more, two further steps were taken. First a test of parameter stability was 

performed, using the results in Table 15. The school and sex dummies were 

dropped from the model, the latter because only School B had girls, and the 

model was estimated for each school separately, to obtain the unrestricted 

parameters, and then across the whole sample, to get the restricted 

parameters. As can be seen from the footnotes to the table, the hypothesis 

that the parameters were equal in both schools is accepted at a 95% level of 

confidence. This result confirms the notion that there is no discernible 

difference between the schools.

The second test undertaken was to run a parsimonious version of the model 

using the data for the two schools separately. Only the most significant 

explanatory variables were used, including a combined sports variable 

(ABSPORT). Table 16 presents these results and confirms the existence of 

parameter stability between the two schools. However, there are some points 

of contrast worthy of comment. Regarding sport, pupil participation matters 

more In School B than In A, but if enjoyment is taken into consideration, those 

pupils who enjoy their school sport a great deal are much more likely to quit 

School B. This could reflect a difference in the sporting success enjoyed by the 

two schools. Teams at School B may win fewer matches, thus discouraging 

the better players from staying on.

Activltlee paint a slightly different picture with participation carrying very little

explanatory power in School A, but considerably more In School B. However, 

the enjoyment of participation matters a great deal more to pupil attachment In 

School A than In School B. On the basis of these findings. School B should 

adopt a quantity not quality strategy in order to promote pupil involvement In as

rnary fMtthiUes as fXMsIbku vdttk iSchool should consider the oppxx^^ 

strategy providing quaNty activities that the pupils will enjoy because this wlH
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TABLE 15

Maximum likelihood estimates of parameters of logit functions for testing the
parameter stability between School A and School B

(School A) (School B) (Total)
Variable Parameter t ratio Parameter t ratio Parameter t ratio

CONST -3.3063 -2.111 -2.2641 41974 410198 -2.648
ONLYCH -0.7486 -0.760 1.0499 0.651 0.3453 0.474
FOCC -0.4819 -0.710 -1.3063 -1.268 -0.3383 -0.721
FOCDIF -2.7823 -1.297 18J2350 0^33 0.0076 0.005
FEEASDIF 1.3863 1.020 -15.3890 -0.112 -0.4250 -0.391
DISTD1 -0.4868 -0.743 0.3932 0.460 -0.0699 -0^55
DISTD2 0.0073 0.009 0.2738 0.250 0.1942 0.355
ASPORT 0.4976 0.948 1.0407 1.424 0.4890 1.483
BSPORT 1.1266 1.816 2.2091 1.881 0.9969 2.332
ABMUSIC 0.5318 0.456 -0.1998 -0.370 0.1285 0.372
ACTA 0.1425 0.261 0.7881 1.377 0.3274 1.066
ACTS -0.2727 -0.405 -0.6419 4).851 -0.3417 4).842
FRIENDS 0.2671 0.360 1.5716 1.597 0.6891 1.377
SCHFRD 2.1326 3.389 1.9366 2.291 1.6785 3.967
GCSE1 0.6165 0.652 0.2792 0.278 0.3397 0.543
GCSE2 0.4228 0.476 -0.5140 -0.460 0.0341 0.059
GCSE3 -0.4377 -0.493 1.2503 1.204 0.0490 0.087
NTRA -1.9922 -2.532 -1.8181 -1.562 -2.0830 -3.735
UNIATT 0.7992 1.671 0.4549 0.847 0.6542 2^49
SCHATT 0.9414 1.453 413149 4).363 0.5666 1.311
PARATT 0.5782 0.656 -0.4781 -0.421 0.3931 0.629
SPINY -0.5546 -0.654 -1.2211 -1.044 -0.5328 -0.948
MUSINV 0.3081 0.163 1.8004 0.804 0.0333 0.030
ACTINV 0.8925 1.016 0^336 0^20 (k9811 1.599

Log Likelihood 
Chi Squared 
DF
Pseudo R2 
Sample Size

-50.53247
56.85428
23

0.360
134

-31.90233 
64.46459 
23
0503

109

-94.12580
97.93708
23

0.342
243

Notes
1. The null hypothesis being tested Is Ho : = # where B'®' is the vector of parameters for

School A and S® is the vector of parameters for Schhoi B.
2. Unresticted log likelihood = -(50.53247+31.90233) = -82.4348 

Restricted log likelihood = -94.12580
3. Test statistic = 2(-82.4348+94.l2580) = 23.382 ~ with 23 degrees Of freedom.

The null hypothesis is accepted at a 95% level of confidence
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TABLE 16

Maximum likelihood estimates of parameters of logit functions:
comparison of School A and School B

(School A) (School B) (Total)
Variable Parameter t ratio Parameter t ratio Parameter t ratio

CONST -3.1243 -2661 -2.3349 -1.869 -29058 -3.525
ABSPORT 0.5311 1.500 0.7974 1.835 0.6831 2.596
ACTA -0.0270 40.056 0.4854 1^^6 0.2146 0.769
FRIENDS 0.0403 0.060 1^451 1.619 0.6186 1.315
SCHFRD 1.8904 3.496 1.6459 2.436 1.7397 4.275
NTRA -1.6738 -2914 -2.6825 -2653 -1.8098 -3.908
UNIATT 0.6513 1.631 0.4594 1.072 0.5708 2.025
SCHATT 1.0734 1.866 -0.0854 -0.136 0.5649 1.376
SPINV -0.1369 -0.202 -1.0762 -1.275 -0.5443 -1.062
AOTINV 1.1747 1.432 0.5715 0.609 1.0049 1.702

Log Likelihood 
Chi Squared 
DF
Pseudo R2 
Sample Size

-54.04556
49.82809

9
0^ri6

134

-39.21937
49.83050
9
0.388

109

-96.27782
93.63305

9
0.327

243

Notes
1. The null hypothesis being tested is Hg : = gs where is the vector of parameters for
School A and B® is the vector of parameters for Schhoi B.
2. Unresticted log likelihood = -(54.04656+39.21937) = -93.26493 

Restricted log likelihood = -96.27782
3. Test statistic = 2(-93.26493+96.27782) = 6.02578 ~ with 9 degrees of freedom.

The null hypothesis is accepted at a 95% level of confidence
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give them a better chance of retaining their pupils.

A further point of contrast concerns pupil attitudes to school uniform and rules. 

Both seem to matter considerably to pupils in School A with those pupils In 

favour of both more likely to stay. In School B the parameter on the rules 

variable is counter intuitive, suggesting that those in favour are more likely to

quit than those against. This could be the result of different systems of rules 

operating between the two schools, with School B having a system that Is less 

likely to promote pupil attachment, so that even those pupils who favour the

system are not tempted to stay at school as a result of the rules.

The composition of a pupil's friendships carries quite significant weight in 

School B, but virtually none in School A, where it does not matter whether 

most of the pupil's friends attend the school or not. However, the influence of 

peer group factors is stronger In School A with pupils much more likely to stay 

if most of their school friends stay.

Finally, the decision to study at least one non-traditlonal A Level is a major 

determinant raising the chance that a pupil will quit in both schools, although it 

carries greater significance in School A. If this variable is largely a reflection of 

academic ability, as has been suggested, then the schools may not worry too

much about these quits, but If It Is an Indication that pupils desire a greater

choice of subjects, the schools may want to contemplate curriculum change to 

provide more variety of courses in the sixth from.

ITsJbies 1() arid 112 cx)rw:k;terAly isfK)W ft iie,gfdl\M) (OOMSfMcdent (on tfw) igeiick^r 

variable (SEX), the Implication being that girls are more Hkely to quit school for 

the sixth form. However, the coefficients are generally small and have no 

statistical significance, and In view of the very small number of girls In the

sample, few conclusions can be drawn. The paucity of data means that only
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very restricted versions of the model can be run for boys and girls separately. 

Table 17 presents the results of two such estimations.

In both models the parameters for the boys are well defined and show good 

significance. To be expected, these findings are consistent with those of the 

main model, in which boys dominate the sample. The boys build up school- 

specific attachments through their participation in sport and activities, and via 

their friendship groups. Ail three Increase the probability of staying quite 

markedly, as does a favourable attitude towards school uniform. Model B 

reveals that the selection of a non-traditional A Level produces a greater 

likelihood of quitting.

With the exception of activity involvement in Model A, all of these results are 

confirmed for the girls in terms of the signs of the parameters, in Model A, it 

seems that girls participating in activities are more likely to quit. This could be 

a reflection of the nature of the activities available In School B, which was 

passing through the transition to full co-educational status. The girls may feel a 

degree of bias in favour of boys in this respect, giving rise to a 'negative' 

attachment. Despite its negative sign, however, the parameter is not 

significant. In fact, the only parameter for girls that approaches significance in 

Model A is sporting involvement, which is a more potent influence on the quit 

choice than is the case for the boys. Again this could be a reflection of the 

small cohort of girls In School B, which means that there is a good chance that 

they will be selected for a school team, thus giving them more opportunity to 

establish school attachments. Unfortunately, there is little else that can be 

deduced from the results for the girls, especially if the non-traditional A Level 

c*rolce \Mu1able Is added, efk)ctlve^ destirylng fury prospecA staUsMcal 

significance.
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TABLE 17

Maximum likelihood estimates of parameters of logit functions:
comparison of boys and girls

Mode! A

(Boys)

Model B

(Girls)
Variable Parameter t ratio Parameter t ratio

CONST -2.4450 -3.867 -3.5540 -0.720
ABSPORT 0.3883 1.796 3.3564 1.939
ACTA 0.7867 2.755 -0.5252 -0.666
SCHFRD 2.0405 5.353 2.5647 0.568
UNIATT 0.6734 2.550 0.5075 0.506

Log Likelihood -99.07612 -6.353591
Chi Squared 56.69342 15.36448
DF 4 4
Pseudo R2 0.222 0 453
Sample Size 210 33

(Boys) (GIris)
Variable Parameter t ratio Parameter t ratio

CONST -1.8468 -2.732 -73.596 -0.027
ABSPORT 0.3765 1.755 1204 0005
ACTA 0.6308 2137 21.785 0.067
SCHFRD 1.8189 4.537 41.927 0016
NTRA -1.5282 <3221 -90.408 -0.065
UNIATT 0.6400 2217 20.870 0.043

Log Likelihood -93.39073 -0.000054349
Chi Squared 68.06421 28.07156
DF 5 5
Pseudo R2 0267 0299
Sample Size 210 33
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CHAPTER 6 - CONCLUSION

The key finding of this research is that pupils appear to build up school-specific 

attachments that affect their behaviour. In the precise context of the 

investigation, it has been found that other things being equal, pupil 

participation in extra-curricular activities leads to the acquisition of school- 

specific attachments that reduce the chance of pupil turnover between school 

and sixth form college, in much the same way that Becker (1964) found a 

lower turnover among workers Investing In firm-specific training.

The results show that the strength of pupil attachment varies across different 

extra-curricular activities and according to the intensity of pupil involvement. In 

the basic model controlling for the pupil's academic ability, certain family 

background characteristics and the location of the pupil's home relative to 

school, it has been found that participation in a school club or activity, like the 

Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme, on a major basis is the most influential 

source of pupil attachment to their school via extra-curricular activities. 

Membership of a sports team also establishes strong links between pupil and 

school, with a minor involvement exerting slightly more influence than a major 

commitment. The inference is that the more sports teams and major activities 

a pupil joins, the greater the probability that the pupil will stay on at the same 

school for the sixth form. However, musical activities do not seem to form any 

significant attachments between school and pupil, perhaps because the 'team' 

element In such activities Is intrinsically less, while a minor involvement In a 

school club or activity generates an insignificant attachment.

Extra-curricular activities are not the only important source of school-specific 

attachment identified by the model. Friendships formed at school appear to 

matter greatly to pupils who seem to want to conform to the behaviour of their 

school friends. If the majority of their friends are staying on, there Is a marked
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increase in the probability that the pupil stays at the school. This suggests the 

existence of a dynamic process whereby a pupil who decides to quit increases 

the probability that each of his or her friends quits. They in turn may overlap 

with other groups of friends within the school, creating a ripple effect that is 

potentially very significant for pupil turnover.

Expanding the model to incorporate pupil attitude variables adds to the 

significant school-specific attachments that affect behaviour. Pupils with 

positive attitudes towards their school's uniform and rules are found to be more 

likely to stay. The introduction of variables to capture pupil enjoyment from 

their extra-curricular activities suggests that different activities exert their 

influence in different ways. In sport, attachments are formed by participation 

alone, but for activities participation needs to be accompanied by a high level 

of pupil enjoyment to generate a significant attachment. Hence, the 

conclusions from the basic model needs some modification because whilst it 

may be true that the more sports teams a pupil joins the better, this is not the 

case with activities, which will only retain pupils if they find them very 

enjoyable.

The only notable variable found to reduce the probability of a pupil staying on 

Is the choice to study at least one non-traditional A Level, a variable that 

seems to be picking up the influence of the pupil's academic ability. Less able 

pupils who would arguably struggle to cope with the academic sixth forms at 

the schools are more likely to choose these non-traditional subjects, which 

Increases the chance of their departure from the school.

It is evident from these findings that the development of school-specific 

attachments by pupils motivates them to stay on at their school for the sixth

form. This motivation could well have Important consequences for their 

attainment and attitude. For Instance, In seeking to capItaHse on their
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attachments pupils may work harder, which could lead to a better academic 

performance. Alternatively, the benefits from attachment may be behavioural, 

with pupils adopting more positive attitudes towards school because they can 

socialise with their friends. The precise effects of school attachment on pupil 

attainment and attitude lie beyond the immediate scope of this research, but 

are clearly areas that warrant further investigation because they could have 

major policy implications for schools.

This project, by identifying some potential sources of school-specific 

attachment, has raised certain policy issues. If pupil attachments are to be 

promoted by schools to deepen pupil commitment to academic study or to 

reduce pupil turnover, then there is obviously much to be gained by 

encouraging pupil participation in extra-curricular activities. This may require a 

wider choice of activities to be made available or an improvement in the quality 

of existing activities. Any expansion of extra-curricular activities along these 

lines will have effects for resources and staffing that schools will need to 

address. For example, can additional resources be found for the activities or 

will they need to be re allocated from the main curriculum? Will staff 

contributions to any extra-curricular programme be on a voluntary basis or will 

a degree of compulsion be introduced?

In addition to the provision of extra-curricular activities already discussed, 

schools may want to look at more fundamental areas like the length and 

structure of the school day to see if they can be altered to promote pupil 

attachment. The timing of breaks and lunch times could be crucial in terms of 

providing opportunities for the development of pupil friendships, and the scope 

for running extra-curricular activities. If pupils spend longer at school they have 

more time with their friends and more chance to involve themselves in sport 

isrKj actlvfdes, thus i%lslng the IH«elBh()o<i of adAacfinients f()rmlng. TTh^) pastomi 

system could be reformed to foster stronger ties perhaps by developing a
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house system with an accompanying set of allegiances that will indirectly help 

to attach pupils to their school. School uniform and rules could also be 

reviewed to ensure that they meet with the approval of pupils because the 

greater the support for such aspects of school life, the stronger the attachment 

of pupils.

The evidence of this research suggests that schools may need different policy 

responses to promote pupil attachment. In terms of pupil retention for the sixth 

form, both of the schools investigated should endeavour to promote 

involvement in sports teams, even on a minor basis. This may require a 

broadening of the sports offered by the school or the development of more B 

teams and fixtures. School B will need to be careful to ensure that pupils find 

the sports offered very enjoyable, but School A needs to concentrate on 

quantity more than quality. A similar picture emerges for clubs and activities, 

although the roles are reversed with School A having to concentrate on 

providing activities that pupils find very enjoyable because this will be more 

likely to encourage participation on a major basis and promote attachment, 

while School B can focus more on getting its pupils involved in as many major 

activities as possible. The situation for musical activities is less straightforward. 

If there is something Intrinsic in playing music that means pupils do not form 

school-specific attachments then there is little that schools can do, but if the 

problem lies with the way that musical activities are currently provided, schools 

may wish to review their provision to see if an alternative approach promotes 

stronger attachment.

Away from extra-curricular activities, School A could benefit from a review of 

its rules and uniform to ensure pupil support, but School B seems to have little 

to gain from such an exercise. The sixth form curriculum could also be an area 

for reform In both schools, given the importance of non-traditional A Level 

subject choices on turnover. If this variable is only capturing the effect of pupil
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ability then schools will probably not worry if their limited curriculum is driving

away their weaker students, but there Is a possibility that the variable might be

picking up a desire for greater subject choice, in which case schools may want 

to broaden their range of subjects to increase the chance of pupil retention.

In conclusion, this project supports the hypothesis that pupils develop school- 

specific attachments which influence their decision making. Several sources of 

attachment have been identified, and found to exert significant affect on pupil 

turnover between school and sixth form college. Whilst this finding has 

important repercussions for schools seeking to retain pupils in the face of 

mounting competition in their markets, it also paves the way for further 

research into the formation of pupil attachments and their effects on behaviour 
and performance.
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APPENDIX A 

TABLE 18

Background details of School A and School B

School A School B
Foundation date 1553 1732
Date of Independence 1979 1976
Original status of the school boys only boys only
Date adopted co-education in sixth form 1983 1976
Date adopted co-education throughout 1994 1991
Size of school (no. of pupils) 950 775
Size of sixth form (no. of pupils) 290 250
Teaching staff 84 84
Number of A Level subjects offered 20 18
Average A Level points per subject entry (1996) 7.9 7.4
Average A Level points per candidate (1996) 24.6 24.0

[Sources of data: School prospectuses and DfEE School and Coll
Performance Tables 16-18 Age Group 1996]

The above table shows that the schools researched shared many common 

characteristics, thus reducing the possibility of quit rates being Influenced by 

extraneous factors.
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APPENDIX B

SlXm FCMRM. B(XMCX)L C>R COLLEEQE:?

This questionnaire from the University of Southampton is being issued as part 
of a research project into sixth form choices made by pupils in Independent 
schools.

Please answer all questions.

Read each question carefully, and follow the instructions given in brackets as 
to how to answer the question.

Your answers will be combined with those of students from another school so 
that your individual responses will not be identifiable to anybody reading the 
results when published.

At this stage in the research It is helpful to have your name on the 
questionnaire In case any answers need to be checked with you at a later 
date. However, when the results are entered on a database for the project, 
your name will not be recorded.

errucHENirKu^WHE

1. What sex are you?
{Please tick the afpropriate box)

IVWe
Female

2. What are the current occupations of your parents /guardians? 
{Please write occupations In the appropriate boxes)

Father / guardian 1
Mother / guardian 2

3. What were the occupations of your parents /guardians when you joined the 
school?
{Please write occupations in the appropriate boxes)

Father / guardian 1
Mother /guardian 2

Turn over
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4. How many older and younger brothers and sisters do you have? 
(Please enter the appropriate figures in the table)

Older Younger
No. of brothers
No. of sisters

5. Do you currently live with both of your natural parents? 
{Please tick the appropriate box)

Yes
No

6. How far do you travel to school each morning? 
(Please give the distance to the nearest mile)

miles

7. Do you currently hold an Assisted Place, scholarship or bursary at the 
school?
(Please tick the appropriate box)

Yes
No
Do not know

8. Have you been awarded a scholarship, bursary or studentship for the 
school's sixth form?
(Please tick the appropriate box)

Yes
No
Do not know

9. Have you played sport for the school during the last year? 
(Please tick the appropriate box)

Yes
No

If no, go to question 11.

If yea, please complete the table below, and answer question 10.
{Please tick Column i alongside any sports where you have played in half
Of more of Aha /t Tbam arK/Co/unm ^ any sfxwfs

(fxan /laATffta /t TiAoun fbmuvaaof wrANSfa yoo 
/tSM/a Akwr AAw; lEt "rkkau?:. /f jAot/r joarOkz^xaf/cv?
please tick the column where you would have appeared but for injury, and 
place an '/' next to the tick.)
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1 2
Ruobv
Hockey
Cricket
Basketball
Netball
Rounders
Tennis
Other (please specify)

10. Overall, how much have you enjoyed the sport that you have played for the 
school?
{Please tick the appropriate box)

Very enjoyable
Enjoyable
Not enjoyable

11. Have you participated in school musical activities during the last year? 
(Please tick the appropriate box)

Yes
No

If no, go to question 13.

If yes, please complete the table below, and answer question 12.
{Please tick Column 1 alongside those activities where you have attended 
half or more of the practices and performances, and Column 2 
alongside those activities where you have attended less than half the
pMcf/oes afwf peffonnanoes.;

1 2
Orchestra
Choir
Jazz band
Other (please specify)

Turn over
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12. Overall, how much have you enjoyed your participation In school musical 
activities?
{Please tick the appropriate box)

Very enjoyable
Enjoyable
Not enjoyable

13. Have you participated in any other school clubs or activities (eg Duke of 
Edinburgh's Award Scheme or CCF) during the last year?
{Please tick the appropriate box)

Yes
No

If no, go to question 15.

If yes, complete the table below, and answer question 14
{Please enter the name of the dub or activity in the appropriate column.
Tick column 1 if you have attended half or more of the activity’s
meetings and tick column 2 if you have attended less than half of its
meetings.)

Club / Activity 1 2

14. Overall, how much have you enjoyed your participation in these other 
school activities?
(Please tick the appropriate box)

Very enjoyable
Enjoyable
Not enjoyable
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15. Are there any sports, musical activities or other activities not currently 
offered by your school in which you would participate if they were 
available?
(Please tick the appropriate box)

Yes
No

If no, go to question 16.

If yes, list the sports and activities below.
(Please enter the names of any sports and activities In the table)

Name of Sport / Activity

16. Do you intend to stay at your current school or leave after your GCSE's? 
(Please tick the appropriate box)

Stav
Leave

If stay, go to question 17.

If leave, complete the table below, indicating what you plan to do. 
(Please tick the appropriate box)

Attend a sixth form colleae
Attend another independent school's sixth form
Attend a state school's sixth form
Something else (please give details)

Please write the name of the college or school you hope to attend

(yctiCMOl_______________________________________

Turn over
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17. What courses do you intend to study after GCSE? 
(Please tick the appropriate box)

A Levels
GNVQs
A Levels with GNVQs
A Levels with some GCSEs
Other (please aive details^

18. What subjects do you intend to take?
{Please write the subject names in the appropriate columns)

A Levels GNVQs GCSEs Other

19. Have your parents had more say than you in making the decision to stay at 
or leave your current school?
(Please tick the appropriate box)

Yes
No

20. Do the majority of your friends attend the same school as you or are they 
at other schools?
{Please tick the appropriate box)

Same school
Other schools

21. Of your friends at the same school as you, how many are intending to stay 
on at the school for the sixth form?
{Please tick the appropriate box)

Half or more
Less than half
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22. What do you currently Intend to do at the end of the sixth form? 
{Please tick the appropriate box)

Enter university
Enter some other Higher Education
Enter employment
Something else (please give details)

23. Finally, we would like your opinions on a couple of aspects of school life. 
{Please tick the box that most closely reflects your view in each of the 
following tables)

1 am in favour of school uniform
1 am against school uniform
1 have no strong views about school uniform

1 find school life too structured and regulated - there should be 
more independence for students.
1 find school life has too much independence for students - there 
should be more stucture and regulation.

1 find school life has about the right balance between independence 
for students and structure and regulation.

ITH/IMK YX:>LI IFOF* ITCXLfFI HIEI_I=
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APPENDIX C

Variable Definition

STAY 1 If pupil stays on at school for the sixth form
0 otherwise

SCH 1 if pupil attends School B
0 otherwise

SEX 1 if pupil female
0 otherwise

FOCC 1 if Father's current occupation anything but SOC1 
0 otherwise

MOCC 1 if Mother's current occupation anything but SOC1
0 otherwise

YNGSIBS Number of younger siblings in the pupil's family

OLDSIBS Number of older siblings in the pupil's family

ONLYCH 1 if pupil is the only child in the family
0 otherwise

PARENT 1 if the pupil lives with both natural parents 
0 otherwise

DISTD1 1 if pupil travels 6-15 miles to school 
0 otherwise

DISTD2 1 if pupil travels 16 miles or more to school 
0 otherwise

FEEASS 1 if pupil holds Assisted Place or receives other fee assistance In 
Year 11 
0 otherwise

VIFEEAS 1 if pupil awarded fee assistance for the sixth form at school 
0 otherwise

FEEASDIF -1 if pupil gained extra fee assistance on entry to sixth form 
0 if fee assistance status unchanged on entry to sixth form 
+1 if pupil lost fee assistance on entry to sixth form

l=()(3[)IF: F:OC;Cb(F:E:E;\SDIF:

SPORT 1 if pupil plays sport for the school In Year 11 
0 otherwise

ASPORT Number of major sports pupil plays for the school during Year 11

BSPORT2 Number of minor sports pupil plays for the school during Year 11

Definitions of Variables Used in the Model
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Variable Definition

)\E3SF)()FiT /(Sf>OfRT H BSF»C)Fn'

MUSIC 1 if pupil participates In school musical activities in Year 11 
0 otherwise

AMUSIC^ Number of major school musical activities that pupil follows 
during Year 11

BMUSIC^ Number of minor school musical activities that pupil follows 
during Year 11

ABMUSIC AMUSIC + BMUSIC

ACTIVITY 1 if pupil participates in school clubs and other activities during 
Year 11 
0 otherwise

ACTA® Number of clubs and other activities at school that pupil follows in 
a major manner during Year 11

ACTB® Number of clubs and other activities at school that pupil follows In 
a minor manner during Year 11

,AC1D\E3 /\CirV\ + /(()TB

OTHACT 1 if pupil would participate in an activity not currently offered by 
their school 
0 otherwise

PARATT 1 if the pupil feels that his/her parents had the greater say In the 
sixth form decision 
0 otherwise

FRIENDS 1 if majority of pupil's friends attend the same school as the pupil 
0 otherwise

SCHFRD 1 if majority of pupil's school friends intend to stay on at school 
for the sixth form 
0 otherwise

GCSE1 1 If the pupil's average GCSE grade across the subjects taken by 
the pupil is in the bottom quartile of the sample 
0 otherwise

GCSE2 1 if pupil's average GCSE grade across the subjects taken by the 
pupil is in the second quartile of the sample 
0 otherwise

(a()8E:3 1 M |3U|3ir8 averages (a()SE: graude acanosaKtlie sijb^€"Cts taicsri Isy thw)
pupil Is in the third quartile of the sample 
0 otherwise

NTRA^ 1 M pupil is planning to study at least one non-traditlonal A Level 
subject 
0 otherwise
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UNIATT 1 if pupil Is against school uniform
2 if pupil has no strong view on school uniform
3 if pupil favours school uniform

SCHATT 1 if pupil finds school life too structured in terms of its rules and 
regulations
2 if pupil finds the balance of rules and regulations in school life 
about right
3 if pupil finds school life too relaxed in terms of its rules and 
regulations

SPINV 1 if pupil participates in school sport and finds it very enjoyable 
0 otherwise

MUSINV 1 if pupil participates in school musical activity and finds it very 
enjoyable 
0 otherwise

ACTINV 1 if pupil participates in school clubs and other activities and finds 
it very enjoyable 
0 otherwise

ACTDIF ACTAB-ACTINV

Variable Definition

Notes
1 A major sport is one in which the pupil plays in half or more school A team fixtures
2 A minor sport is one in which the pupil plays In less than half school A team fixtures or for the 

school B team
3 A major musical activity Is one in which the pupil attends half or more of its practices and 

performances
4 A minor musical activity is one in which the pupil attends less than half of its practices and 

performances
5 A major club or activity is one in which the pupil attends half or more of its meetings and 

events
6 A minor club or activity is one in which the pupil attends less than half of its meetings and 

events
7 For the purpose of this project, traditional A Levels were Mathematics, Further Mathematics, 

Chemistry, Physics, Biology, English Literature, History, Geography, Economics, Religious 
Studies, Classical Civilisation, German, Spanish, French, Latin, Greek, Art, Design 
Technology and Music. Any subject not included in this list is defined as a 'new or non- 
traditional A Level.
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APPENDIX D 

TABLE 19

A Summary of pupil replies to question 15

Are there any sports, musical activities or other activities not currently offered 
by your school in which you would participate if they were available?^

Activity School A School B Total

Fxx^baH 37 27 64
BaskAb^ll - 19 19
Climbing/abseiling 1 9 10
Swimming 7 18
Martial Arts 5 2 7
Snooker - - 7
Golf 3 1 4
Baseball/softball 2 2 4
Rock band/Electric Guitar Club 5-5
CCF 3 - 3
Canoeing - 3 3
Senior Drama Club 3 3
Athletics 2 - 2
Lacrosse 112
Aerobics - 2 2
Table Tennis 2 2
Boxing 2 - 2
Self Defence Club 2-2
Shooting 1 1 2
Model Car Club 2 - 2
Ice Hockey 1 - 1
Cycling 1 - 1
Electronics Club 1 - 1
Ramp Skating 1 - 1
Fishing 1-1
MbdeUDlub 1 - 1
Film Club 1 - 1
Bridge Club - 1 1
Archery - 1 1
Model Railway Club - 1 1
Sailing - 1 1
Italian Club - 1 1
Number of pupils responding to the question 77 53 130
"TcrkiltSkirniDka Size 134 1C)9 2243

Note
1 Pupils could indicate any number of additional activities In response to this question.
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